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one of the most important effeds in general relativityis the non-1inear llature of grav-
ity. For highly dynamical phenomena， we expect that nunlerical simulations will provide
the final ansi¥ers.　　Theresearch field oPnumerical relativity’is noMy　adively develop-
ing because　of the need for templates of gravitational wave forms by observatiolls to be
made in the nearfuture.However， numerical relativistsare stillseeking the perfect for-
malisms for nurnerically integrating the Einstein equations and performing simulations
underassulnptionsabout the synlmetries of spacetinle｡
　　ln this dissertation，we show the results of our numerical investigations on the dynam-
ics of inhomogeneous spacetimes. XVe treat inhonlogeneitiesasone-dimensional problenl，
byassuming a planesymnletrical spacetime， i.e.all the physical quantities depend only
on time and onespatial direction. Though the physical variables are constrained in this
spacetime， we can　study gravitational waves， which are　absent in spherical symnletri-
cal spacetime.Moreover，wecan　also examine the generality of the cosnlic censorship
conjecture，since a singularity formed in a plane　symmetric spacetime is always naked.
ln the firsthalf of the thesis，we presented our examination of the i?lationarynlodel;
its generality and the detailed analysis of the °topologicalinnationary nlodeP.Wesee
the competitive efrectsbetween the expansion of the background spacetime and the non-
linearity of gravity. These calculations were performed using the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner
formalism to integrate the Einstein equations.　However， we think that Newman-Penrose
formalism(characteristic formalism)is also attractive when studying the propagation
of gravitationaI Mzaves.　ln the latter half of the thesis，we proposed the transformation
formula of the 'Weyl curvature between these two formalisms and applied them to the
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The physics of space and time is described by general re】ativity(GR).GR has passed
several experimental astrophysical tests，and also predicts strong field effeds，such as
the motion of a binary pulsar，with high acc11Tacy.By applying GR t,ostudies of the
universe and compact objects，we gain a great insight into their nature and sometimes
derived answers ale far beyond our expectations，A]though　sonle　alternative gravity
theories have been proposed， we believe that GR is the basic theory which describes the
gravity-donlinated spacetinle。
　　ltis well known that our universe can be explained by the Friedmann-Robertson-
XValker spacetime， which is the simplest cosmological spacetin!e，and it is also proved
that the final stage of
most intriguing effects
a black hole is described by the Kerr-Newmann metric.But the
in GRare non-linear effectsof glavity、such as the collapse of
matter， en!ission of gravitational waves， and formatjion of a singularity.　Such effects
are highly dynamical， and we need to solve Einstein equations directly.The Einstein
equations， however， consist of coupled difrerential equations， and it is difncult to solve
and discuss the behavior of the spacetime analyticany unless lve assunle son!e symmetries
of the spacetime or use solne approximations to the equations.　So it is natural that our
curiosities lead us to the category olm£me7ヽica1TelatilJit!J(NR)μhat isμhe research field
of solving Einstein equations using a computer.　This branch was born in the late 70's，
and recently has have become one of the most active in GR｡
　　The final goal of NR is to solve the Einstein equations for any initial data without any
simplification to the spacetime.VVe hope this goal will be reached in the next decades.
At the present time， the status of NR is to investigate dynamics in a simple spacetime
and to develop numerical skills to overconle any numerical problems｡
　　ln order to investigate the behavior of inhon!ogeneities in the early history of the
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universe and the fundamental processes in GR， weconstrud a numerical code in a plane-
symmetric spacetime･ The planarity assumptioll brings benefits not only by the sin!plicity
of code-constructing but also by taking into accoljllt of the efrects of glavitational waves.
ln this paper， we show our results of simulations of the dynamics of the spacetime both
with and without cosmological constant A.For the case　withan　efrective cosn!ological
constant，wecan　study the validity of the cosmic no-hair conjecture， and for the case
withoutΛ，wecan examine the validity of the cosmic censorship conjecture.Before we
introduce our Myork in detailjet us begin oulpaper with a brief review of the background
ofour ivorks; i.e･，NRjhe cosmic no-hair conjecture， and the cosmic censorship conjecture.
1.2　Numerical relativity
Recent status of numerical relativity
Computer-aided relativity becalne amaJor research field in the 70's.Althoughson:le
numerical analyses were performed before that time， the birth of the numerical relativity
(NR)is judged when the Amowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM)formalism l31 could be applicable｡
　　Here，we introduce the recent two n!ain purposes　of NR; to create a template for the
gravitationalivaves and to investigate the dynamics of the inhon!ogeneous spacetime｡
　　The first application is for observations　of gravitationaI Myaves.　　The laser interfer-
ometers of the LIGO project in USA and the vIRGO project in Europe are now under
construction[81， and both projects plan their nrst detection of gravitational waves within
the decade.0ne of the most likely sources of gravitational waves　for those projects is
coalescing binary compact objects. ln order to determine their masses and spins or other
parameters， we need accurate theoretical templates of gravitationa1 1¥aves.　For the last
three minutes of the coalescence， templates are prepared using post-Newtonian expansion
to high orders [91.Howeverjn the finalphaseof coalescence, the wave forms are predicted
only by NR, For this PurPoseけhe several grouPs are now devdoping to construct the fully
relativistic(spatially 3-dimensional)numerical code [.tivi8tic(spatiajly 10，111.
Thesecond topic is coslnological. The inhon!ogeneity of the universe and its dynamics
are now one of the most in!portant and interesting topics in cosmology.　The presently
observed homogeneity and isotropy of the universe may be explained by an “inflationary
scenario”（§1.3）.VVe have to show whether the scenario is true or not、 and investigate
whether inflation is universal and natural in the history of the universe.Numericalcos-
mology is oneof the most practical approaches to resolve them.The literature on this
topic will be introduced in §3.1｡




in the early universe alld toJudge whether l,he universe expands sllmciently(§3).The
other subject is to study the propagation of planc gravitationa1 1¥ave　(§4)，whichis not
for direct observational problem but n!orefundamental problem in GR｡
The fornlalisms for nulnerical relativity
For practical researches in NR， two nlain formalisms are applied. 0ne is Arnowitt-Deser-
Misner(ADM)formalism(3十1 decomposition)13，4]and the other is NeMznlan-Penrose
(NP)formalism(2十2 decomposition)F711，the latter is also known as‘characteristic
method'｡
　　ln GR， the spacetime is described using 4-dimensional Lorentzian n!anifold ルland
there is nospecific coordinate system to represent it.ln the ADM formalism， spacetime is
decomposed into a 3-dimensional hypersurface Σand one timelike coordinate. Since this
Hamilton formulation fitsour natural understandings of the space and time，and also gives
many insights to the Cauchy treatment of GR， most numerical simulations use this‘3＋P
formalism.0urnulnerical formulation also adopts this formalism (§2).The way of solving
initialdata and many slicing conditions to contrive its time evolutions are introduced， so
that we expect we can　treat many problems using this ADM formalism.ln the NP
formahsm， on the other hand， the spacetime is formulated using complex null basis，as
the light propagations which cross　the2-dimensional plane.　The number of variables is｀uc 111Sln l‾UpagauUIls l¥lucn s lne z Qlnlenslon . ’1ne U Der l naDles l
reduced to half of those in ADM， and rdated equations areordinary difrerential equations，
while we face to focusing of the coordinate generally and no onehas succeeded in practical
numerical treatment including matter｡
　　Many simulations are performed using the ADM formalism. 0n the other hand， vari-
ables in the NP formalism have geometrical n!eanings, such as convergence， rotation， shear
and so on， and are easy to translate to observational quantities. Thus if a transformation
of variables between ADM's and NP's exists，then it wm enable numerical relativists to
analyze their results in terms of both formalisms. ln this paper， we show the translation of
thecurvature variables for the caseofvacuunlspacetinlej.e.μhe transformation between
VVeyl c11rvatllreCしg and xVeyl sc゛hlr li (§5.2).　Asan　application， we present a new
method for calculating princφaln㎡ldirediQns(PNDs)，whicharespecial four distortion-
free directionsat each point in the spacetime. 0ur method assunlesas input the induced
metric and extrinsic curvature of a spacelike hypersurface， and produces as output the
projections into that hypersurface of the PNDs.Since our transformation formula uses
a projected 2-plane， we also apply this fonnula to rnake a new dennition of the Faraday
rotation angle for the gravitational l¥aves.
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The classical big-bang cosmology
The most important observational facts about the stTucture of the l】niverseare the Hubble
law and the existence of the microwave background radiation which fillsthe lllliverse
isotropically and hon!ogeneously. The forn!er indicates t,hat the universe is not static but
evolves in time， while the latter supports the cosmological principle which asserts that the
universe is globally homogeneous and isotropic and there exist no preferred points in the
universe. The standard big-bang model depends on Friedman-Robertson-Walker (FRNV)
metric ，which is a homogeneous and isotropic spacetime， and explains wen the rate of the
light elements predicted from the scenario of primordial nucleosynthesis.
The inflationary model
The standard model， however，still has several theoretical problems [12，13]:including
(1)natness problem， (2)horizon problemバ3)　n!onopole problem， (4)galaxy formation
problem，(5)isotropy and homogeneity problem， (6)initial singularity problem， (7)space-
time dimensionality problenl，(8)cosmological constant problem. Because we do not have
sufncient physics to describe the beginning of the universejt is possible to explain these
di伍cuhies as an initial fine-tuned stat.eof our universe.lt is preferable， however，to
construct a model which pledicts the homogeneity and natness of the universe naturally
and explains the present structure ofour universe.The innationary n!odel，which was
firstProPosed by Guth [14]and Sato [15DndePendentlyjsanattemPt to solve the above
cosmological dimculties from (1)to(3)，by the simple idea that the universe expanded
exponentially at the very beginning of its evolution｡
　　lfthe universe underwent such an expansion，a small causany related region can be
largeenough to explain the isotropy of the microwave background radiation.And such
an expansion also explains the present hon!ogeneity because　the　curvature of spacetime
becolnesnegligible if the scale of the universe is very large.　Moreover， the innationary
scenario can seed galaxy ibrmation when the universe releasesits kinetic energy into heat，
1.e ，atthe time turning into the standard scenario.
However，we do not have the finalmodel which describes the nlechanism ofinflation.
The originally proposed mode1 [14，15]relies on a first-order phase transition from the false
vacuuln，but has the problem that true'vacuum bubbles in a false-vacuum background
cannot collide with each otherj.e.，the inflation cannot finish. The next modeH16]to be
proposed，cited as｀new inflation'，uses a Coleman-Weinberg type potential and explajns
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that one bubble grows up to the scale of oul universe、but also has troubles; one of those
is a contradiction between the paranleters predicted from t､heGUT (grand unified theory)
and those which are expected for observed density fluctuations in the present universe.
Recent cosmologists usually assunle an existence of an original scalar field‘innaton｀as
a soulce of i?lation、which was firstintroduced by Linde [17いn a‘chaotic innationary
model'.So far、many　nlodels have been proposed (‘extended' model [18]/power-1aw'
model[19]、‘soft' model [20]andso on)、and　arestillin dispute.
Cosmic no-hair conjecture
Although no successful and natura】partide physics model has yet been　found to support
it，we believe that inflation occurred in the early stages of the universe's history because
it produces a lot of advantages from a simple idea. However，even if we accept the inna-
tionaryscenario， we stillface one more important and unsolved problem: the explanation
of present isotropy and holnogeneity of the universe.ln order to see whether innation，
which is usually studied in an isotropic and honlogeneous(FRW)spacetimejs natural，
we have to study an innationary nlodel in anisotropic and inhomogeneous spacetinles as
well.lf innation occursinsuch spacetimes and homogenizes and isotropizes the universe，
then inflation is auniversal and natural phenon!enonin the history of the universe｡
　　Related to the generality of the i?lationary model， the following conjecture was pro-
posed by Gibbons d aり21];
Cosmic No-Hair Conjecture
A11 initiany expanding universes with positive cosmological constant A approach the
de Sitter spacetime asymptotically.
Here/no-hair' means that an information islost during the evolution of the universe， and
this conjecture is an anjogy of the‘no hair theorem' for a black hole [221.The de Sitter
spacetime is stable against linear perturbations [23，24]andn!anynlodels also support
this conjecture 【21】，There exists，however， simplecounter examples [25].　For example，
a closed FRW spacetime with positive A collapses if the initial energy density is large
enough.Hence，to prove this conjecture，we have to look for son!eadditional criteria｡
　　For homogeneousbut anisotropic spacetimejVald [26]showed that initiallyexpanding
spacetimes(except Bianchi IX)with positive A approach the de Sitter spacetime within
one Hubble expansion timｅＴＨ＝ﾂﾞXﾌli，
　　For inhomogeneous　spacetimes， on the other hand， one practical method we have
at present is to solve the Einstein equation numerically，　This is one　of the purposes




SOlne　groups have　already started to investigate this subject.Assumin
symmetric spacetime、Goldwirth and Piran l32]studie
g a spherically
d the behavior ofinhonlogeneous
distribut,ionsof the scalar hld. A detailed introduction to the literature will be given in
§3.1.We believe that our simulation is the lirstone which treat the inhomogeneity due to
gravitational waves in this problen!.　This type of inhonlogeneity may play a difrerent role
in a homogenization process in an innationary scenari0. 0ursimulation may be thought
of as complementary to the spherically symmetric case discussed by Goldwirth and Piran，
1.4　COIliding plane waves and coslnic censorship con-
　　　jecture
Singularity theorenrls and cosmic censorship conjecture
Let us turn to a fundamental problem in GR. 0ne of the attradive aspects of gravity is
a formation of a singularity in a process of gravitational collapse｡
　　The definition of a‘singularity' is also a topic in GR. lf a certain invariant， which is
constructed from the curvature， diverges at a point in the spacetime， then it demonstrates
that the spacetime collapses into one point and it fits with one's in!age of a singularity.
Such a definition (‘curvature singularity')is sometimes applied in a numerical studies， but
it is not a good definition to discuss the large scale structure of the spacetime， because
we should treat Bianchi identities.Penrose and Hawking [49]used an another definition
of a singularity:　the existence　of an incomplete timelike ol null geodesic; meaning that
one geodesic has an endpoint in the spacetime which can　be approached within a flnite
time but nevergo farther beyond that.　The existence of a curvature singularity inlplies
the incompleteness of a geodesic， but its inverseis not always true [491｡
　　Penrose and Hawking showed the conditions for existence of a singularity in their
terms.A11 those conditions are natural asstlmptions (roughly， those are positivity of
energy, 91obal hyperbolicity, existence of strong gravity)and this means that the existence
of a singularity is anatural phenolnena　in the framework of GR. Their theorenls are
applicable both for the final stage of a collapsing star and for a compact/non-compact
universe model.
　　Although these theorems expresses the nature of gravity powerfullyjf there exists such
a singular point in a real universe， then allinfonnation emitted from them is unpredictable
and we can not construct a consistent physics at all.So we expect that all singularities
are hidden behind horizonson other words，a iake(P singularityshould be forbidden.





　　　Thecomplete gravitational collapse of a body always results in a black hole rather
　　　than a naked singularity; i.e･，all si11gularities of gravitational collapse are “hidden"
　　　within black holes， where thev cannot be “seen" bv distant observers.
　　The generality of this conjecture is also one　of the intriguing themes in GR. Sorne
groups show the appearance of naked singularities in the case　of the spindle collapse of
dust[51]or gravitational waves　[521.0n the other hand， there is an exped,ation that
naked singularities will evaporate [531.
Colliding plane waves problem
Next、we introduce another topic in GR: colliding plane gravitational waves l54］
　　ln classical electromagnetic theory， Maxwe1Ps equations are linear，so that all solutions
can be simply superposed.　Electron!agnetic l¥aves can pass through each other without
any interactions.　Howeverjn GR， Einstein's equations are highly non-linear， so it follows
that gravitational waves　interact with themselves when they pass t,hrough each other.
Thus， considering a conision of plane gravitational wavesis the sinlplest situation of this
non-linear interaction problem， and we expect it reveals the characteristic property of
gravity.
ln fa(ちPenrose　[551 shows that the future light cone of a point in front of a Plane
1¥ave　is distorted as it passes　through a plane l¥ave　and is again focussed to another
vertex which may be a point or line.Asone　aspect of this global property， Szekeres
f56]and Khan-Penrose　l57]found exact solutions of colliding plane ivaves in Minkowski
background spacetime， which form a curvature singularity in the interacting region. Since
these solutions assume a plane　symmetric spacetime， this singularity does not have a
holizon;　it is a‘naked' one.　　At first sight， one may consider whether Mye can see a
singularity behind the colliding region， if it is possible， then it implies a violation of
above cosmic censorship conjecture.　Matzner and Tipler[58]showed that a path that
goes behind a singularity will not be permitted because there exists a‘fold singularity'
behind a propagating one plane wave where Cl extension does not exist｡
　　0ur attention to this problem is the generality of singularity fornlation due to a co1-
1ision of planel¥aves.　Almost all the analysesassunle　,5-function-like distribution of the
metric in order to describe a plane liave front.　However，what is the spacetime with
smooth initial data that expresses a collision of plane waves?　Stewart， Friedrich and
Corki11[59]performeda nulnerical simulation in the framework of a 2十2 decomposition
of spacetime， and found that the expansion of the nul］geodesic wi11 be negative after
a collision ofl¥aves.　But such a contraction might be a failure of coordinate， and wm
７
心not necessarily imply the existence of a curvature singularity. VVe have another question:
how will a collision afrect the spacetime if the background is expanding or contrading?
Centrella and Matzner [60]numerically analyzed a collisionof plane wave in the Kasnar
background.They prepared two shock l¥avesusing discontinuous metric connections and
found that two waves pass through each other (Their work will be introduced in §6.1).
　　VVe approach the generality of t,he singularity formation due to a collision of plane
waves numerically. We study both in the de Sitter background (§3.2.2)and in the Kasnar
background(only con!nlents in §6).
1.5　The purposeof the present paper
ln this paper， we present our nunlerical investigations of the dynamics of a plane syn!-
metric spacetime. M,rhen we treat the spacetime with efrective cosnlological constant， we
are able to study the validity of the cosmic nohairconjecture. When we tTeat comding
plane waves， wecanalso study the validity of the cosmic censorship conjecture.
XVhy we consider a plane-symmetric spacetime？
Before we explain our purposes　in detail，let us comment on the most basic assumption
of this paper: why do we consider a plane-symmetric spacetime?
　　VVe have three main reasons for ourapproach.First，our investigations within a one-
dimensional problem are afirst step. 0f course，our finalstudies should be performed by
solving Einstein equations without any synlmetry， but our numerical techniques have not
developed to that level，as we discussed in §1.2.　Second，we investigate the behavior of
inhomogeneities due to gravitational waves，whichcannot existin a spherically symmetric
spacetime.Third，weare　interested in the folmation of a naked singularity，since a
singularity formed in a planesyn!metric spacetinle is always naked.
The purposes　of this paper
This paper includes the following main three subjects. Here，we point out our motivations
andourstrategies brieny･
1.Generality of the innationary scenario (§3)
We firststudy the generality of the innationary scenario.As we mentioned in §1.3、this
subJect turns into a check of the generality of the cosmic no-hair conjecture.VVe consider
the following two efrects on the evolution of the spacetime; 11］inhomogeneities due to




ltis well known that any linear gravitationa11¥avesdecay and disappea.rimmedial,ely in
de Sitter spacetin!e [41]、so our main interests are the spacetimes with strong gravitational
ivaves.　As some numerical studies in nat spacetimes showjf the strong gravitational waves
are localized， they　colneto have　apparent horizons and collapse into black holes [421.1f
such a strong gravitational field is localized in a plane　symmetric spacetime， then the
spacetime may evolve into a naked singularity. lf the spacetime is expanding， on the other
hand，the cosmological expansion forces extend localized waves， which competes with the
above attractive force due to the nonlinear nature of gravity.0ne　of our purposes　is to
conlpare the behavior of these two con!petitive efrects｡
　　Since the attractive fbrce　alsoacts on a localized inhomogeneity due to an innaton， we
also study an inhonlogeneous innaton φin a planesymmetrical spacetime and compare
its effects to those in spherical symnletric spacetime studied by Goldwirth and Piran (GP)
[321.1t is also shown that perturbationsofthe innaton will soon decay and be hon!ogenized
by the background expansion [241.Soourinterestsare　the time evolution of gradient-
term-dominated initial data. VVe also discuss the efrects of an additionahTlassless scalar
field，which is introduced to set the initial data in the usual analysis. VVe fix initial data
in two ways.　0ne is in the san!e Mlay as GP， i.e.，assuming another massless scalar field
l to obtain an initially isocurvature spacetime. The other is without such an　additional
scalar field. VVe examine the contributions ofΨto the evolution of the spacetime.
2. 1nnation induced by a domain wall (§4)
We next study a‘topologicalinflationary scenario≒which was recently proposed inde-
pendently by Linde [47]and vilenkin [481.The idea of this scenario is that topological
defects themselves may beconle aseed of innation.This is because the scalar field at
such　cores　isat a maximum of the effective potential，and once　innation beginsjt wi11
never end even after inUation finishes outside the defeds. This model will not solve the
graceful-exit problem of innation. However、if this mechanism works、 we can expect the
natural onset of innation. XVe investigate whether a domain wan induces an exponential
expansion of spacetime by integrating Einstein equation numerically，and show how the
initialconditions determine the later evolution.
3.゛2＋2｀variables in terms of‘3＋r variables （§5）
As we denoted in §1.2，we delive a transformation formula between the VVeyl curvature
C・ρ,7and the Weyl scalar 気，using projections of Weyl curvature on 2-plane. Because we
use a decomposition of the VVeyl curvature into electric- and nlagnetic-parts， the formula




to present prillcipj null directions (PNDs)pictorially.By our method、 wecan　easily see
that the Petrov type of the spacetime will damp to a simpler one according to the distance
from a source (peeling-ofrtheorem [75Devenlrom e （ ng-off en1　1祠）even　for a numerically generat,ed（3十1）data.
Another application is a new definition of a maxinlally polarized direction of propagating
gravitationalwaves. Two modes of gravitational waves、 十-mode and x-nlode、are　often
　l　　　　dl　　　　　l、・　　　〃-　　　　　　･･　d　　　　－　　－　一mixed by non-linear term in Einstein equations， and those eflects a.recaned a gravitational
‘Faraday efrect’fronl an analogy to the eledrom賜netismr82，831.We apply our definition
to a numerical simulationand show sonle examPle of such a rotation of a polarized plane.
　　VVe start our paper with explanationsof our basic equations and our numerical pro-






ln this section，our mlmerical procedures are described in detail. The basic equations are
written with cosmological constant A and a scalar field(I)，butthose cxistencies depend
on a model we consider｡
　　Weuse　the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner(ADM)formalism[4]to integrate the Einstein
equation.The fundamental dynamical values and equations are introduced in §2.1.1n
ADM formalism， we firstprepare the initial data on　3-dimensional hypersurface Σby
solving Hamiltonian and n!omentum constraint equations.　This method is formulated
by O'Murchadha and York [7]by using conformal transfomlation techniques， which is
explained in §2.2.　To develop time slices，we have to choose　the coordinate condition，
i,e.，thelapse function and shift vedor， which denote the time separation of each slices
and the shift of the sPatial points between two slices，resPedively.With some numerical
techniques， we note ourtinle developing scheme in §2.3
２．１　Ｆｉｅｌｄ Ｅｑｕａｔｉｏｎｓ
We solve the Einstein equation l】singADM formalism
召μ.p
～jﾚ 四月十Λ巧･




where the lapse function aバhe shift vectorβi°(β,0,0)，and the 3-metric 7り･depend
















　　Following ADM formalism、Hamiltonian alld momentum constraint equations in our
metric are written as
即/7十(t･r7ぐ)2一亙りxjj　°2町哨十2A，
　　　　刀1(瓦11 － trjぐ)゜　Kj1，













where Greek indice6, jj，…move l to 3，7つjsa covariant derivative on the 3-dimensional
hypersurface　Σdeterminedby 7り‘，に3りち･is 3-dimensional Ricci tensor and (3)召is its
Ricci scalar･　pz7，ji and 瓦j are energy density，momentum density and stress tensor，
respectively，defined by an observer moving along 馬，゜(－a,0,0,0).They are given as
whereﾊふ 一一 已
卵 三T11ぴTｾﾞIln1へ　ji三‾7‾yjtjtTjへ　S杓三Ｔ叩≒肘ソ
十ｎり2,js a projection operator onto Σ





















































Consequently, the dynamical variables are 7ij and 瓦j(andΦand n，when a scalar neld
exists).
　　0ur simulation procedure follows Nakamura， Maeda，Miyama and Sasaki [5]:
-　(i)Determine initialvalues by solving two constraint equations (2.4)and(2.5).
(ii)Evolve time slicesby using the dynamical equations (2,6)and(2.7).
(iii)Check the results of(i)and(ii)using the two constraint equations on every time
slice.
Explicit procedure is described in §2.3.
　　So far、the Texasgroup l61]has constructed a numerical code for a planar cosnlology.
Their metric is different from ours (2.2).They adopt a diagonalized spatial nletric、which
fixes the shift vector. Their time developing procedure is also different from ours. They
use both constraint and dynamical equations to get t､hestable soh】tions.
　　･We use finite difrerentialscheme to integrate the Einstein equations (2.6)and(2.7)
with 400 grids in the spatial direction z. Weuse asimple central finitedifrerence with
second order scheme to determine delivatives. We impose periodic boundary condition、
I.e ・/(zlμ)≡/(zN+1μ)，where 7V is the grid number in z-direction.
2.2　1nitial value Problem























whereλﾏyis the trace･'free part of the extrinsic curvature 瓦り･land tr瓦(゜trjぐ)is a trace
part of瓦ij. The quantities with a caret denote physical variables in the conformal frame･







where(3)ﾑis the 3-dimensional Laplacian defined by う'φand(3)jis the scalar curvature.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Aln this applo゛ch，気，tr瓦and the transverse-traceless(TT)part of the extrinsic curvature
j?777'(andβand ji when we include matter)are left to our choice.
　　VVe impose constant,mean-curvature condition tr瓦＝constant.on the initial hyper-
surface，so that two constraints (2.17)and(2.18)will decouple.lf we set trjl＝－V/lix，




conlpensated. Howeverjn order to get the periodic solution of (2,17)，the value of tr瓦
which we give on the initialhypersurface should be chosen so that such a solution exists.
Thecondition for tr瓦depends o11.then!odels k･g，eq･(38)，(3.12)]
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　AWe also assunlethat we do not have n!omentum density (ふ＝O).T11enjor the initial
data with 瓦;7゛＝0，themomentumconstraint equation (2.18)becomes trivia1.Even in
the caseofﾑﾌﾄﾞ ≠0， we just have to give an　arbitrary Aで7.XVe can assun!e that the
longitudinal part oＨ(Ｖvanishes.
　　We use two independent ways to solve φin(2.17).0ne is the 5th order Runge-
Kutta method (Fehlberg nlethod)，and the other isICCG (lncomplete Cholsky Conjugate
Gradient)method.The formar is shooting method， while the latteris oneof the matrix
solver.An example of an error estimate between those two schemes are shown in Fig.2.1.
　　Let us comment on the preconditionings before we put (2.17)into ICCG solver. VVe
linearizethe equation following to Anninos　d.?.1611.VVe write firstthe Hamiltonian
equation at a point zi as
8(玖ノ十G.√)＝玩φ十八ぐ十伍， (2
????
where prime denotes derivative of z.Here we introduce a constant term Gλ,because lve











































































































































Figure 2.1: An example of the error leq. (2.23)l on the initialhypersurface. The conformal
factor is also shown･ The model is two difrerent gravitational pulse waves lnon-collinear
















Figure 2.2: The accuracy of the Hamiltonian constraint equation. The solid line and the
dotted line show the maximum error 召77Q7･(1)and the averaged error，respectively，on
l¶　¶　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　・the hypersurface at every time step for the calculation of the inhomogeneous scalar field




Just before we put (2.22)into the ICCG solver，we add a constant, to aA，alld心[i.e.
Q→叫十δ]，in order to get a solution in this plocedures.　XVe set 塙1＝1 as an initial
guess of a solution，and integrate the equation， then we put it as 病and repeat these
procedure until δφbecome less than 10－6.1t needed only a few tinles of this iteration.
The maxinluln errol lwe have is ゛ltmost 10‾5in comparing both sides of(2.17).
２．３　Ｔｉｍｅ ＤｅｖｅｌｏｐｉｎｇＳｃｈｅｍｅ
For coordinate conditions， we impose a geodesic slicing condition such as a ＝　1 and
βニ0.This slidng condition entails the risk that our numerical hypersurface may hit a
singularity and stop there，　lfno singularity aPpears， however， then it nlay be the best
coordinatecondition for revealing whether de Sitter space emerges as a result of time
evolution.
　　The time step △1!on each sliceis determined so as to keep the accuracy of the coln-
putations. VVe set △lby inlposing that a volume element 7 and a expansion rate tr瓦do
not change too much (士0.1％change)in each step｡
　　The accuracy is checked by comparing both sides of the constraint equations.For




at the point z on Σ(z)and regard its maximum value £77o7･(1)＝nlax{£rr(1,z)12;∈Σ(1)}
on each hypersurface as the error on that slice.A similar definitionis performed for
momentum constraint equation.　An example of ErrQ?･(t)is show11 in Fig.2.2.1nour
calculation，thenlaximuln errorin the Hamiltonian constraint equation is a few times
ofQ(10‾4)on the initial hypersurface， and this accuracy is maintained even　after time
evolutions.
　　Our overall procedures to evolve the system are as folloM/s.　Atnrst stage， we solve the
initial value on a hypersurface Σ1，and write ･yijandλ;jas7り(1)and瓦り(1).
　　1.Evaluate the time step △z.
　　2.Define next hypersurface Σ2 and Σ3atl＝1十△t/2 and l ＝1十△1，respectively･
　　3.Evolve the metric on Σ2(7i,j(2)andλ1j(2))，using(2.6)and(2.7)onΣ1.






5.1f the massless scalar field exists 山l the case of isocurvature model in section 4.1)
　　evolvethem onto Σ2(ψ(2)a,ndn,l(2))，using(2.!2)and(2.13)for l on Σ1.
6.Calculate rhs. of(2潤，降7)，(2j2)and(2j3)onΣ2･
7.Evolve values on Σ3，usingleap-frog method.
8.Check the increasing ratios of ？ and K.lfone　of them exceeds a certain value
(士0.1％change)，then control △land return to 2. again.
9.Check the accuracy of the computations by constraint equations.





Generality of the lnnationary :IV[odel
3.1　1nitial condition problem ofinnationaryscenario
As an introduction of this section， we present a brief review of an initial colldition problem
of innationary scenari0.　0neof the main subjects for the current researches is to study
the generality and universality inflationary model it､self.That is、to investigate
thenlodel in anisotropic and/or inhonlogeneous spacetime， and to judge whether ornot
inflationoccurs naturally for such a generic spacetime. This isjn other words， to study
whether or not the cosmic no hair conjecture (§I.3)is certified. As we denoted in §1.3，
we expect we may prove this conJecture with sonle　additional condit,ions.
　　For homogeneous but anisotropic spacetime， Wald[26]proved the following theorem;
　　　Cosnlic NO Hair Theorem for homogeneous spacetime (IVVald，1983)
　　　AII Bianchi type spacetime with a cosmological constant A and with ordinary nlatter
　　　fluid which satisfiesdominant and strong energy conditions (and A ＞1j?lj2x at
　　　initialfor type IX)always approaches de Sitter space within one　Hubble expansion
　　　time 7zf＝(A/3)－1/2.
Kitada and Maeda Proved that the additional condition for Bianchi Ix is A ＞ﾂﾞﾘｶﾞ温x[28]
For inhomogeneous sPacetimes，on the other hand， many analytic aPproaches have
been taken.　Using a quasi-isotropic expansion in the nletric、Stalobinskii[30]showed
that there is a finite-measure set of inhon!ogeneous solutions which approach de Sitter
spacetime. Considering a multi-bubble structure in a spherical symmetric spacetime、 Sato、
Sasaki,Kodama and Maeda [3111ead that black hole or wormhole strudure willbe derived
depending on the initial scale and energy gap of the bubbles.Beyond these analysis，we
expect that the only practical method we have　at present to attack for inholTlogeneous
case is to solve the Einstein equations numerically.
　　Assuming a planesymmetric spacetime， Kurki-Suonio， Centrella，Matzner and VVilson
[33]studied a phase transition induced by the inflaton field under the existence of initial
??‥）?
・=-
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a scale length of inhomogeneity
ｈｏｒｉｚｏｎ ｓｃａｌｅ
↓9
＞a few times 〔3〕
thermal fluctuations using new innationary n10del. They foulld that innation occurs only
when the potential is nat enough. Since their motivation was difrerent from studying the
cosmic no hair conjecture，they did not collsider the case　which include large inhomo-
geneities of spacetime. Although they found de Sitter space is a nnal state，their initial
inhomogeneity is not enough large to study the cosmic no hair conjedure.
　　Assuming a spherically symmetric spacetime， GOldwirth and Piran (GP)studied the
behavior of inhonlogeneous distlributionsof scalar neld. Flom an estin!ation of an energy
balance betweenpotential energy and scalar fieldgradient term、 they proposed a criterion
for the onset of innation such that




whereδΦis a spatial deviation of the scalarfield from the mean ゛alue and mμis Planck
mass. They showed this criterion is true for most chaotic i?lationarynlodels but not for
any new innationary nlodel，ln the latter case，they found any inhomogeneity prevents the
onset ofinnation immediately. They found that a short scale inhomogeneity compared to
the horizon scale leads spacetime to collapse in dosed universe，and concluded that (3.1)
is sumcient condition for chaotic inflationary lnodels.GP's simulations，however，are done
under assumptions on the isocurvature initial data with additionj nlassless scalar field，
which may causehonlogeneous expansion of the spacetime in the very initialstage. This
additional scalar field may change a homogenization process of spacetime as we will see
later｡
　　Recently，Nakao， Maeda， Nakamura and oohara examined time symmetrical initial
data for Brill waves　in an axial symmetrical spacetime with cosmological constant and
found that no wa;ves with large gravitational mass provide trapped surfaces [401.Nakao
also found that a dust sphere with large gravitational nlass　ina background de Sitter
spacetime does not collapse into a black hole spacetime [461.And it is also shown that
there exists an　upper bound on the area of the apparent, horizon of a black hole in an
asymptotically de Sitter spacetime [431.So that we may conjecture that a large inho-
mogeneity does not necessarily prevent cosmological constant-driven innation. Thiscon-
jecture has been a.lsoconfkmed by the simulation of non-rotating-axisymmetric vacuunl
spacetime with cosmological constant [441.From these resultsjt seems plausible that in
an innationary erajnhomogeneities will simply evolve into many small black holes in a
background de Sitter universe; the only worrisome possibilityis that a naked singularity
might form. Disposing of this worrisome possibility may thus become the main problem




　　Using a plane-symmetric numerical code、we analyze evolutions of initiallarge inho-
mogeneities both due to gravitational wavesand scalar field.To make the problem simple、
we set models as follows:
II]lnitial large inhomogeneities due to gravitational Mzavesexist in the spacetime with
　　positivecosmological constant A (noi?lat(m neld).VVe are interested illthe com-
　　petitiveprocesses between the expansion of the background spacetime and the at-
　　tractiveforces of the gravity. (§3.2)
?」
I］lntroduce an inhonlogeneous inflaton field（1･in the context of the chaotic inna-
　　tionary model.ln a realistic i?lationary model， it is natural to assullle such an
　　inhomogeneous innaton field･ Our interest is the effects of the spatial gradient term
　　ofthe field on the evolution of the spacetime， which n!ay prevent the onset of t,he
　　inhtion･（§3.3）
For the second mode1， we also discuss the efects of an additionahllassless scalar field，
which is introduced to set initial data ill usual analvsisヅWe make initial data in two ways.
0ne is the similar setting of initial data as thoseof GP'sj.e.，the spacetime with another
massless scalar field ψto obtain an isocurvature initially. The other is without such an
additional scalar field. VVe examine the contributionsofψto evohltionsof the spacetin!e.
３．２　１ｎｈｏｍｏｇｅｎｅｉｔｉｅｓ ｄｕｅ ｔｏ ｇｒａｖｉｔａｔｉｏｎａｌ ｗａｖｅｓ
ln this section，we show the evolutions of the inhomogeneities due to gravitational waves in
the spacetime with positive coslnological constant A. We expect two competitive effects:
one is the expansion of space due to cosn!ological constant， the other is the attractive
forces due to the nonlinearity of the gravity. We examine whether such a spacetime leads
to an inflationary era，and whether such initial inholTIogeneities and anisotropies smooth
out during inflation periods｡
　　As we already mentioned in §1･5，1inear gravitationa1 Mgaves are always decay in t,he
de Sitter background spacetime.This result is also confirmed in our nunlerical calcu-
1ations as one ofour code tests.VVe，therefore，concentrateour　attentions to the large
inhomogeneities due to gravitationaI Mlaves.　The results has been reported in [91]
　　　Sincewe have A in this system、 we adopt the Hubble expansion time 乃f＝(Λ
as our time unit、which is a characteristic expansion time of the universe.0ur unit of
length is also nornlalized to the horizon length of the de Sitter spacetime 脳＝(A/3)'-1/2、
　　Toevaluate the inhomogeneities on each hypersurfaces､ weusethree difrerentcurvature
invariants.Firstone is the 3-dimensionaI Riemann invariant･ sc゛]゛｀ロ】召iμj3)沢ij祗where
-ご
凶私用is the Riemann tensor of the 3-mctric on Σ. XVe useits dimensionless value






and callit the“curvature" hereafter. We estimate the n!agnitude of the inhomogeneities
in the 3-space Σby the maxilnunl value of this“curvatule" on each snce、i.e.Cmax(1)＝
max{C(り)｜ﾊﾟΣ(o)｡
　　Second one is an invariailt scalar induced from the vveyl tensor G・・.　For the vac-
uum spacetimejf the Weyl tensor vanishes and no singularity appears、 the spacetime is
homogeneous and isotropic. Hencethis　can　be used to check whether de Sitter universe










whｅｌｅ　゛Ｃ陣1″p(｢　≡ 1Cづμ≒β匹is the dual of the Weyl tensor and nμis a timelike vedor
orthogonal to the hypersurface Σ.ln analogy to the electromagnetism、 the 3-dimensional
variables召，
p(y ａｎｄ召匹 are called anelectric and a magnetic parts of the Weyl tensor. We
can reconstruct the Weyl tensor completely from this paiTof tensors. (Details are also
shown in §5.1).To estinlate the field's inhon!ogeneities，we introduce
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　双(1,副二荊･1･召″十召９召四，　　　　　　　　　　　　(3･4)
as a sort of gravitational“super-energy”. ln factjt is the purely timelike component of
the Bel-Robinson tensor (6牡lド削ちェ)→OバhenClngfy→O unless the hyPersurface
becomes nu11.
　　Third invariant is 4-dimensional Riemann invariant scalar 」1ちljμμ:?μ”ρ″.　VVecalculate
this variable by using a relation between　Riemann tensor and VVeyl tensor
Rμ･1ﾉμ(y R聯ﾉp“=C，
円ﾉp(y c゛″＋2鳥ゆ召匹一万l召2
ln the de Sitter case(isotropic and homogeneous case)，召。。召μ叩″ニ






The initial values are determined as follows. VVe treat pure gravitational waves with
following two cases: [case l]The inhomogeneities reside in the 3-metric ふj and 秘フニ0
VVe set a pulselike distortion initiallyexpressed by
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　diag(ﾈJ･)＝(1，1十ae‾μ/゛12j)，　　　　　　　　　　　　(3･6)
where a and z()are free parameters.[case 2]The 3-metric is confoTmany ilat and the




I-h -0.050 0.050 0.667 0.010 1 0.085 9.67
1-1b -0.100　0.050 0.667 0.007 i 0.086 19.86
I-1c -0.333 1 0.080 ↓.000 o.o26 1 0.151 29.62
I-1d　!| -0.500
　　　,1
0.080　1.000 0.071 0.161 49.87
Table 3.1: Examples of initialparameters for model [I][case　l].a and zo are parameters
to denne ‰･in eq･(3.6)，£isa periodic boundaly length， and 心js a constant in eq.(3.8)･
巾゜0)and Cmax(1°0)are width and amp?ude， respectively, on the initialhypeTsurface.
I-2a 1.00 0.10 0.667　0.05 1 0.079 0.618
I-2b 1.00 0.05 0.500 . 0.10 0.045 2.052
I-2c ト 0.05 1 0.500 0.20 0.049 4.234
I-2d　i 3.00 0.05 1 0.500 0.30 0.053 6.517
Table 3.2: Exalnples ofinitialparameters for model
to define %･in eq･(3.7)，
ial eters ol][case 21.a and io are parameters
and the rest are the same with Table 3.1.
where a and io arealso free parameters. lnitialdata we investigated are listed in Table3.1
and 3.2.The results for [case　2]are quite similar to thoseofthoseof[case　l]
ln order to get a consistent data under Periodic boundary condition，we set K as
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　t汝＝－y冦(１＋＆)　　　　　　　　　　　　　(3.8)
on the initial hypersurface Σ(z＝0).Here、δjぐis a positive constant、which should be
introduced because the periodic pulse increases expansion rate of the universe besides A.
By integrating (2.17)，we get conformal factor φ.There is one　free paranleter λ，which
fixes the scale.　lfφis multiplied by λ，we nnd another solution by replacing ･5jrwith
瞳ﾉ剔which is physically the sanleas the previous solution.Hencejf we imPose φ→1
at the numerical boundaryけhen the value of JK is fixed;it is less than O(10-2).
　　A pulse-1ike wave has two charaderistic physical dimensions、a width and an anlpli-



































Figure 3.1: An example of the initial configuration for the case　of a pulse-like distortion
([case 11].This is the case of model ll-1a]in Table 3.1. 1n (a)，the conformal factor φin
equation(2.14)is shown. ln(b)，the “curvature" C(も利in(3.2).
distancebetween two points where 'y(the squareof the 3-volume)decreasesby halffrom
its maximum value 7771.az‘　Anexample of the initial data is shown in Fig.3.1.This is the
case ofZ(1＝O)＝()｡086４､C。。(1＝O)＝9.67.
3.2.1　Evolutions of a pulse vvavein the spactime with Λ
The behaviors of the time evolutions arefollowing. lnitial distortion begins to propagate
both in the 士z directions.VVe see the initial curvature C(1＝O,司localized at the
center with three peaks [Fig.3.1(b)]separates just after l ＝0，and propagate at the light
speed.ln Fig.3.2，we show both “curvature" ご(ちz)and “super-energy" 召(z,司.Two
waves moves to the numerical boundaries and collides each other on the boundary, since
we　assuTneperiodic boundary condition. After the collision，twoMraves　proceed again in
their original directions.　This behavior is reminiscent of solitonic l¥aves，　VVe also show，
in Fig.3.3， C一一･(1)and the invariant ヱ(ち司゜x/沢。。jR″″/A.　VVecan see clearly that
the collision of the Mraves occurs aroundl＝（）.279， when the “curvature” is superposed.
At the final stage， the spacetime is honlogenized by the expansion of the universe. We
can see Z(z,z)→X//iﾌﾐi(honlogeneous de Sitterspacetime)withinoneHubble expansion







































Figure 3.2: Time e゛olutionsof propagating plane waves･ (a)“curvature" C(1､z)【eq･(3.2)]
and(b)“super-energy" 7･1(もz)[eq.(3.4)]are　shown for the initialdata shown in Fig.3.1.
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expansion driven by the cosmological constal111｣、andbecomes indist､inguishable from de
Sitter spacetime.
　　lnoursimulationjandらl－(O)range for [case　1]between 0､080脳≦Z≦2.5脳and
0.020≦応－(O)≦125.0.We also computed the evolution of [case　2]、and found that a11
initialinhonlogeneities decay and disappeared within one　Hubble expansion time.From
the present results，we would conclude that for any large Riemann invariant and/or sma11
width inholnogeneity on the initialhypersurfacejhe nonlinearity of the gravity has little
effect and the spacetime always evolves into a de Sitter spacetime.
3.2.2　Colliding wavesin the spactime with A
One of our motivation is to see whether or not the singularity occurs　in the presence
ofa coslnological const,ant.ln the above　simulation，collisions occur at the boundary，
which may make son!e　troubles.ln order to avoid such numerical difnculties， we also
construct initial data representing two nearby pulse waves in one numerical range.An
example of the time evolution of the curvature has been　shown in Fig.3.4. VVe find again
that allinhomogeneities decay and disappeared. For a wide range of initial widths and
“curvatures"(0.080陥≦1≦0.104｡40.0≦G,。(O)≦125.0 and the periodic distance d
is 0.20l≦d≦0.50４)，all inhon!ogeneities decay below 1 ％of their initial“curvatures"
withinoneHubble expansion time｡
　　The results that all the spacetimes we analyze are homogenized even　if we include
collision of waves occurs firstare consistent with the calculations by Centrella and Matzner
[60].They examined the collision of gravitational shock waves　inan expanding Kasner
background both analytically and numericany， and conduded that such a collision leads
tonosingularity.The expansion due to the coslnologicaJ constant in our　simulation is
exponential - much fasterthan Kasner (power-law)expansion.
3.3　1nhomogeneities due to scalar neld
ln this sedion，we introduce a scalar field Φ（Jj）as a source of inflation instead of
cosmological constant，and show the results of the behavior of its inhomogeneities to
theevolution of the spacetime.ln the usual analytic approach of innationary scenario，
the innaton lieldis assumed homogeneous. By introducing inhomogeneities，the energy
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(3)八州(3)Rijkl7Λ(dotted line)on each hyPersurface Σ(O are shown for the same data
with Fig. 3.1. We find 7(ちz)→φi万withinone　Hubble expansion time (honlogeneous









Figure 3.4: The time evolution of the “curvature” C（1,z）resulting from waves that are
located closely.Twol¥aves are the same form， 1＝0.104 and C｡｡,x（1＝O）＝51.0，
and the periodic distance is 0.304.Wesee　them collide and in the collision region，the
“curvature” seems to be superposed， but finally the spacetime is homogenized by the
expansion of the universe.
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-where l/(Φ)is the potential term of t,he scalar field.0ur interests is how t,he gradient
termpΦ'affects on the expansion of the universe. The initial kinetic term p4 gi゛esless
effects on the i?lationary scenario｡
　　ThesalTle-aimed simulations have been　already doneby GP using a spherically sym-
metric code [32]，andoneof their results is that the spacet,in!e with large pΦ，do not evolve
into the inflationary era.　ln order to compare the results between ours and theirs，i.e.，
the difference of the symmetry of the spacetime， we first set similar initial situations and
pa,rameters with GP, that is with‘isocurvature initial data' (§3.3.1).This condition nlakes
us easy to detennine initial data with constant mean curvature slicing，but also nlakes us
undear the efects of innaton Φitself, becausethe spacetime may expand honlogeneously
in the very initial stage by introducing another scalar field l， and such an expansion
might reduce an initial large inhonlogeneity of innat.on field. So that we also prepare the
initial data without Ψ，and computated their tinle evolutions (§3.3.2)･
　　ln the chaotic innationary scenario， weusuallyassun!ethat the average of the innaton，
－
Φjs larger than a 命籾m｡j in order for the universe to expand sufnciently. Even under
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－an existence of large inflaton field as an average (Φ＞(1 fellj7T11)1)，itis not trivial how
the large inhon!ogeneity of(1)contributes to the evolution of the universe.VVeanalyzed
whetherornot such an gradient term in the energy 匈，prevents from the onset ofinnation.
3.3.1　Evolution of the isocurvature initial data
　　VVe study the evolutionsof inhon!ogeneousscalar neld with isocurvature initial data
following to GP. ln addition to the innaton field，we introduce a massless scalar fieldl
such that the initialtotal energy density
ptota1二ρΦ＋ρ重 (3.10)
becomes uniform， where p(p°pi十pq?'. ln this setting，the Hamiltonian constraint equa-
tion(2.4)is initially trivialunder constant mean curvature slicing(3.12).This nlethod
was proposed by GP. We think that it will help to compare oul results with theirs to
wolk with same initial situations.The massless neld Ψis introduced as an additional
radiation field，and is expected to dissipate immediately by the expansion of the universe.
As we show later in Fig.3.9，0nly i?laton 4)efrects to the spacetime evolution at the
late stage. The initial spacetime， howeverjs set to have uniform expansion rate (since
pt･tal'constant･)，so that the initial-isocurvature setting may not produce an exact model
forouraims to search the effects of inhomogeneity. As we show in the next sub-section，
we also prepare afully inhomogeneous initialdata and follow those time evolutions｡
　　ln order to define dimensionless variables，we introduce the efrective coslnological


















Figure 3.5:　A typical example of the time evolution of initially inhonlogeneous scalar
field(isocurvatule mode1).The model [II-1♭l in Table 3.3 is shown.VVe see the field Φ
is rolling down along the chaotic innationary potentia1 1/(Φ)＝4m2φ2 with m2 ＝0.01.




































































































　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－Figure 3.7: Phase　space diagram(Φ－n)indicating the behavior of the scalar neld at
z＝O both for the inhomogeneous initialdata (dotted line)and the homogeneousinitial
data(solid line).The former initial data is fII-1g]in Table 3.3，while the latter initial
data is the same except δφ＝0.VVe find the dotted line is coincide with the solid one
soon　after romng down， showing that the honlogeneous scalar field scenario may work












Model φo みφ Å (max)ρ▽かt｡t一言可/匹7こ








8.00 0.36 0.50 85.3％ 42.5％
II-1d 8.00 0.06 1.00 2.37％ 1.18％
II-1e 8.00 0.06 0.50 9.47％　　1　4.73％
II-1f 8.00 0.06 0.250 37.9％　　　18.9％
II-1g 8.00 0.06 0.167 1　　85.2％　　.　42.5％
Table 3.3:　Examples of initialparameters for the isocurvature model.Φ,ljφjnleans
average，amplitude of deviations and scale of the deviation， respedively Dn eq.（3.7）］
T･』’l　　j･　　1●　　　1°j　j　　　　　・　，¶　　　　　　　　　●　　9　　　　　~｀゛　　　　　　　　　”lnitial ratio of gradient ternl p▽to the pt｡al are also shown.The mass term of the
potential、m、isset as m2 ＝0.01.
4･ where 7j7 ° Z刄゜(Ad/3)‾1/2.　The potentia1 1/(Φ)is chaotic inflationary type;
ド(Φ)＝jkm2φ2 with m2 ＝0.01.
　　1nitial scalar distribution is set as
Φinitid ＝Φo十紳cos(2づ)、 (3.1
??
whereΦojφand入are parameters，which indicate mean value of the scalar fidd，ampli-
tude of inhomogeneity and scale length of inhonlogeneity，respectively.We set the initial
spacetime is conformally nat and hajs no gravitational waves (1j°δφjlで7°O)l and
　　　　　　Achoose瓦as
trx＝－ (312)
　　VVe choose Φo several times of mp】in order to get‘suitable’ expansion of the universe
when･5φニO. This is from a condition for inflation in isotropic and hon!ogeneous universe.
Weareinterested in effects of gradient term of the scalar field 匈，to the time evolution
of spacetime， especially large pΦ･con!pare to ptota】.We get lalge pΦ,jf we choose sma11
.x and large δφ･However， the total energy density ptotd＝p(x?'十F(Φ)at the inflationary
era is order of the Planck scale myso that if we introduce ‘suitable’Φoけhen acceptに）1e
values of λandδΦare hmited. But we can get large enough戸Φ，con!pare to ptotalas wi11
be shown in Table 3.3 and 3.4.
　　First，we prePare initial data of the scale .X2脳and the amplitude up toきφ～



































Figure 3.8: (a)Trajectories in Φ－TT phase space for various kinetic terms' initial data
for the isocurvature nlodel.　0nly the beginning part is dralvn.　　Thelong-dashed line，
long‘dot-dashed line，short-dashed line and solid line are that of Model [II-1d，le，1f。
1g]lespectively. A11 of them will coincide with the trajectory of the hon!ogeneous scalar
model(the bold line) soonafter slowing down the potential.
(b)The evolution of the volume element det7iJ (maxinlunl　value on the each hypersur-
face)for each case.The lines are the same with (a).The bold line shows the case of
homogeneous scalar field of both Φ゜8.0mi)】andΦ゜8.06mpl(indistinguishable).VVe



































Figure 3.9:　The proportions of the each terms in energy density to ptotal;4(bold-solid

































Figure 3.11: A typical example of the tinle evolution of initijly inhomogeneous scalar
field.The modeﾘII-2f］inTable 3.4 is shown. IWe see the fieldφis rolling down along the
_1_＿　j‘　’n　』‘　　　　　　　　　　　，　d●¶wijwゝ　　　　1　rs－r･　　　　　⌒chaotic innationary potentiaI U(Φ)＝ －
２
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 　 　　 　　　　　　 　 　 　　　　　　　　－m2Φ2 with m2 ＝0.01.Compare to the Fig.3.6， we
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　W　　●notice the scalal field's configuration drags its initial form even after the time
evolution.
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一pt,ltalare also shown in Table 3.3.Those lnodel have large contributions‘ofp▽，we may
regard that gradient term is loca,11ydominated.Asl¥e can see from Fig.3.5，in which
the ways of evolutions (mode1[II-lb])is shown， all the inhomogeneolls　scalar field are
first homogenized and the field go to l,he slow-lolling phase along to t,he ordinary chaotic
inflationaryscenario.We find the spacetime expands su伍ciently in the region where the
inflaton has large enoughΦo.This confkms the criterion (3.1)proposed in spherically
svnlmetriccase　by GP.
　り
　　Next，we prepare initial data of the sma11 λ.ln these cases， wenlay expect a forma-
tion of the collapse of the spacetin!e， as an example shown by GP. 0urcase　has planar
symmetry，so if the collapse occurs， then the naked singularity appears. Hence　from this
calculation we can also discuss the so-caHed cosmic censorship in the spacetime with in-
flaton field. we prepa,redata with the san!eδΦand difrerent ys such as λ＝G，4脳d4
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＝
and A4， when (1)oニ8.0mp】and ‘5Φニ0.06m111(model[II'1d '｀jlg]in Table 3.3).ln the
last case (λ＝A脳)、ρ▽is locally 86％ofthept､､ah we canregard gradient term is locally
dominated again.
The typical time evolution ofΦis shown in Fig.3.6 (model[II-1gD.　The evolution
is quite similar to Fig.3.5.That isjn all the caseJhe neld Φ is hornogenized and the
spacetime expands su伍ciently.
　　For various scale of the deviation λ(model[II-1d～1g]，we show the trajectories of
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－the evolution at z ° O in the φ-H phase space， where n ° 一H/'y (Fig.3.7).At the
beginning， the system shows damped oscillation around the lnean value of the fleldin the
phasespace，and the trajectory will soonapproach that of the homogeneous case. At the
very end， the scalar field begins damped oscillation around the oligin and finally reach
the potential minimum.
　　To conlpare the efreds ofp▽on theevolutions of a scalar field，we show the trajectories
for various λin Fig.3.8(a).The behaviors are almost same as in Fig.3.7，and the n!erging
points to the honlogeneous case are independent of the initial gradient term， which is agree
with the spherically symmetric case　[321.The contributionsofp▽to the evolutionsofa
universe are drawn in Fig
using the maximum value
.3.8(b).EfFects on the evolution of the spacetinle arecompared
of 7 on each hypersurface. ln the figure, the homogeneous initial
data(both mean value Φinita1ニφoニ8.0mpl and maximum value（1）initia1ニφo＋ざΦ＝
ith solid line，whichare　jmost Piled up but less than the8.06ml･|）are　also plotted with d hare　a
caseswith inhomogeneous initial data. So we can judge p▽enhancesthe evolution of the
universe.　ln Fig.3.9， we show the proportions of the each terms in energy density (ρ4，
ρΦ'，ρ4｡ρ1'，and F(Φ))toptota1. VVesee　thatp▽＝ρΦ･十pi!l beconles less effect within











[Fig.3.9(b)].The kinetic energy of the massless neld p1， howcvcr， efredJs until about 2.5
7召.So that we may say that the innaton φis homogenized partially by the neld l. Hence，
to search the efects of the inllomogelleity， we had better survey initial data without such
an additional field｡
　　Sincel¥e are l¥orking in a planar spacetime， the gravitational M/aves are also exist in
this system. We calculate the Weyl tensor and study its evolutions. ln Fig.3.10，the
ｍａｘｉｍｕｍ ｖａｌｕｅｏｆ C。。C″″/Λ,41on each hypersurface for various λis drawn. lfλis
shortenoughJhen the initial Weyl invariant beconle　large.　Such a deviation，holwever，
soonhonlogenized by the expansion of the universe，which results are agree with those in
§3.2.
3.3.2　Evolution of inhomogeneous initial data
Next， we show the time evolution of the initial data without introducing a massless scalar
field.This setting n!akes dear the effeds of inhonlogeneous scalar field，since initial
expansion rate are not uniforn! over the spacetime｡
　　To show the difrerence with the previous model， we set the same chaotic potential
with m2 ＝0.01， and the sanle　initial sc.alar distribution form Φi,,itial.Todefineaunit，
we set the efredive cosmological constant as ΛdF≡
???】
m24㈹whereΦo is the mean vahle
of the initialscalar field [see eq. (3.11)]，and fix unit 67 and 7g using Ad. We set the
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Abackground spacetime is flat on the initial hypersurface， and choosetr瓦as
t泌＝一√yx二(1十脳)， (313)
Since our present model is not isocurvature。5g n!ust be introduced in order to take into
account the inhonlogeneity efTect，and is determined by the same condition as in §3.2｡
　　As like the cases in the previous section，we firstprepare initial data for largean!plitude
δΦand the scale λto be larger than a horizon scale (model FII-2a ～2c)in Table 3.4).
lnitial rate ofpl･ to pt｡t｡land each ＆, are　shown in Table 3.4.The gradient energy rate
高7/瓦;ij are large enough to treat our problem. The innaton in such a case behaves like a
homogeneous fieldin one horizon region， and induce a su伍cient expansion if the average
value ofΦis‘suitably｀large for the innationary nlodel. These results are again agree with
GP's results as we expected.
　　Wre next prepare initial data for smal1 λ conlpare to the horizon scale.V,rith the
same reason in the previous sectionjf we concentrate our attentions for the small scje
deviationsλcompare to the horizon scalejhen only small amplitude oh5Φis acceptable.
We set 入＝0.2脳and changeざφ(mode1(II-2d～2たいn Table 3.4)
　A typical exalnple of the time evolution of scalar field is shown in Fig.4.7.W'esee








TI－2a 8.00 1.50 1.000 0.625 99.4％






II－2d 8.00 0.03 0.200 1 0.005
　　　i
86.6％
II－2e 8.00 0.06　1 0.200 0.010 96.3％
II-2y 8.00　
！　
0.18 0.200 0.045 99.6％
II－2ｼﾞ 8.00　:　0.30 0.200 0.100 99.8％
!I－2八 8.00 0.60 0.200 j 0.250 99.9％
Table 3.4:　lnitialparameters for the funy inhomogeneous model.，5jぐis a constant in











　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一Figure 3.12: Trajectories in Φ－nphasespace for various kinetic terms’initialdata for
the fullyinhomogeneous model （atz＝0，where the maximum Φexists initially）.0nly
the beginning part is drawn.The detail parameters are shown in Table 3.4.The bold
line shows the trajectory in the case　of homogeneous scalar field（Φ゜8.0m詞･　The
嘘　　　■-Ｊ　　ｄ　　°Ｊ　°“dotted line、 dot-dashed line、 dashed line and solid line are those　of Model [II-2e、 2f、 2g、


















model(Fig. 4.2).Since there is no unifon!l expansion in t,heinitial stage， the scalar field
is not holnogenized immediately but has different kinetic energy at the different point，
and drags the initial distribution even　at 127jf.Asseen　from Fig.3.11，the field seenls
to becolnehonlogeneous around 5nf，this is because　the field of initially larger φgets
large kinetic energy and goes down the potential fastel than that from initially smaller
Φ.ln the last stage， we find again inhon!ogeneous　distribution similar to the initial
one，　Although the configuration of the scalar fieldis inholnogeneous，the evolution of the
spacetime goes to the innationary stage， since the field at each point follows the usual
slow rolling scenario.The spacetime becolnes　locally de Sitter universe/Wecan see this
by using phase diagram of this nlodel(Fig.3.12).For the difrerentinitialdata shows that
all the trajedories coincide at a time a bit after the beginning and all follow the same
history with the homogeneous case. Compare to the isocurvature case (Fig.3.8(a))，we
find the trajectories at the very beginning are the quite different. This diSlence　shows
the efrect of an additional nlassless scalar neldj.e.，the initial uniform expansion n!ake the
innaton hon!ogeneous at the beginning of the time evolution (trajectories round around
the homogeneous case in Fig.3.8(a))｡
　　An important fact is that we did not find a collapse of the spacetime even if we set the
initial inhomogeneity is large enough.　AIl the initial efrect of the gradient energy term
p▽on the evolution of the spacetime do not work on preventing an onset of innation in
a planar universe. lf the Φo is large enough to derive an innation just as salne as that in
homogeneous and isotropic spacetime， then the planar inhomogeneous spacetime go into
innationary era.
３．４　Ｄｉｓｃｕｓｓｉｏｎｓ
Weanalyzed the validity of the cosmic no hair conjecture in a planesymmetric spacetime.
■　　　　j･　　　　　　　●　　　1¶　　　●　　・－¶SS　　　¶●　　.　　　S¶¶　　●XVe integrated the Einstein equations nulnerically using ADM formalism to see fbllowing
two efFects on the evolution of the spacetime; strong inhonrlogeneity ll]due to localized
gravitational waves in the spacetime with positive cosmological constant and lII]due to
inhomogeneous i?laton field(1)with a potentia1 4m2Φ2｡
　　For the mode1 [I]，wesee　all initial inhomogeneities are smoothed out within one
Hubble expansion time 7g including their collisions' efrect. So that we conclude that the
nonlinearity of the gravity do not cause　to prevent the onset of the inflation under the
existence of positive cosnlological constant A｡
　　For the nlodel[II]，we prepare two initial situations; isocurvature initial data and funy





density of the scalar field may not lead the spacetime to collapse. lf the initial mean value
of the innaton neld，φojs large enough to derive innation in homogeneous and isotropic
spacetime，thenMle can conclude such auniverse will always be homogenized and expand
su伍ciently｡
　　For the caseof the inhomogeneous scale λis larger t.han the horizon scale，our calcu-
lations confirm the criterion (3.1)by Goldwirth and Piran， and also their calculations for
spherical spacetime｡
　　Even for the case　ofsrna11λ，wecould not find the collapsing universe.XVe did not
face to a formation of a naked singularity at least in a planar universe.This may sup-
port a cosmic censorship conjecture. Therefore，weconclude that inflation is generic， and
theusual analysis with isotropy and homogeneity nlay be justified in a plane-syn!metric
spacetime.VVe also partially confirm our inflationary scenario of inhomogeneous universe，
which we mentioned in the introduction. That is，a large inhonlogeneity does not neces-
sarily prevent cosmological constant-driven expansionjnstead the spacetime evolve into
a de Sitter spacetime with n!any small black holes induced by gravitational conapses｡
　　As we denoted in §3.3，thecondition of isocurvature initial data by introducing an
additional massless field n!ay change the evolution of the spacetime. The critical difference
did not appear in the planesymmetric spacetinle， but it is necessary to tleat precisely
also in a spherical universe. VVe are now studying the sphericany syn!nletric initial data
without introducing such an additional field [68，941｡
　　1n order to clear out the generality of the i?1ation，further simulations－for example，
those present in cylindrical oraxially symmetrical， or even more general spacetimes－are
required｡
　　Finally, we should note the recent researches of this topic. Shibata， Nakao，Nakan!ura
and Maeda[44]investigate the tinleevolutionsof pure gravitationalwaves in an axiany
symmetric spacetime with cosmological constant.They find that the evolutions of the
spacetime are classified in three types; renlain as a black hole from initial data， collapse
and form a black hole or dissipate away to de Sitter background.Those depend on
the initial compactness (amplitude and width)of the gravitational waves， and the most
compact initial data belongs to the third case.　This indicates the existence of the limit
on the rnass　ofblack hole in de Sitter spacetinle， whichare consistent with the condusion
in[43].ln the paper by Kurki-Suonio， Laguna and Matzner [701，some runs of the time
evolutionsof the inhomogeneous scalar neld by a three-dimensional numerical code (they
use an iso'curvature initial data)are presented. But･ no physical discussions are there.
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ｌｎｆｌａｔｉｏｎｉｎｄｕｃｅｄ ｂｙ ａ ｄｏｍａｉｎ ｗａ１１
This chapter is devoted to present our numerical investigations of the Topolo9icd i可l(1-
6つnar!/ sc四ar鴫which was recently proposed by Linde [47]and vilenkin [481.This model
will not solve the graceful-exit problem of innation， but if this nlechanism works， ive can
expect a natural onset of inflation.VVe numerically investigate whether sud! a defect
induces　innationary expansion.After an introduction of this scenario in §4.1，we show
oursimulation and derive the condition for starting exponential expansion of spacetime
induced by a domain wa11 (§4.2).Discussions are in §4.3.
４．１　　Ｓｃｅｎａｒｉｏ ｏｆ ｔｏｐｏｌｏｇｉｃａｌ ｉｎｎａｔｉｏｎ
The idea of the scenario
The main idea of this model is that topological defeds， at the Planck scale，may become




with a ＝1，‥‘，7V，where 7V represents internal freedon7ls　ofthe field.After the field
“rollover”towardsone　of the minima of the potential at Φ＝士77，topological defects
appears in the spacetime; global domain walls for jv ° 1，91obal cosmic strings for jV ＝2
and global monopoles for jv ＝3.The key mechanism of the scenario is that the field at
thesecoresof the topological defeds can induce an exponential expansion to the spacetime
for some range of the parameters｡
　　So far，such defects have been thought as very small compared to the cosmological
horizon scale，and the production rate of such defects l¥asestimated as very raTe.　Ac-
cording to this neMr scenario，however， the estimated parameters need to induce such a
rapid expansion arenot improbable (as we will see later).lf a region innates，then it will





that this is an origh! of inflationμhen the initial condition problem of inflation win be
solved and we may be released from the problem of iine-tuning parameters｡
　　　Realisticuniverses are produced around the defects and these are copiously produced
eternally. So the global configuration of this model is quite diSrent from the other usual
scenario.The scale of the “rollover” field depends on t､he fluduations of the qualltum field、
and the whole universe has a fractal structures after this production of n!any universes;
which Linde namedfractal topolo9icd deJects、
The estimated condition for defects to innate
Both vilenkin and Linde estimate the condition for such an eternal inflation to occur
is 77 之mJ･j， without taking the efrects of gravity into account｡ Here， let us follow their
estimations.　They firstconsider the case of a domain wa11【Φis a rea】scalar).Neglecting




Let the radius of this matter distribution be 7? ゛ j4 and the energy density at its
center be p°4774. Then the range where the gravitational efrects are negligible is where
the corresponding Schwarzschild radius 7'17° 2jM/mj'l is much smaner than 凡where
Ｍ°誓ρJR3 This suggests 77≪ 麿mj･1^j 0345mj･I The opposite，77之証mj･1
indicates that we should take into account the efrect of gravitv，
Let the efrective horizon scale 召o be 亙o＝ 半‾穴,where稿＝回〇).we may guess
that when the domain wall is thin、召≪j于尽1、and gravity does not have a significant
impact、but when R ＞凧71 the wall will innate. This implies the condition ηえm。､.
And this is also derived from the slow-roning approximation｡
　　0f course、the criterion ?7之mPjs nothing more than anestimate for the casewith-
out gravity.　VVe treat this problem including gravity with the aid of a computer.VVe
numerically investigate how such a defect willinduce inflationary expansion [951.
4.2　0ur settings and simulations
Here，we present our numerical settings and show the conditions for a donlain wa11 (Φis
a real scalar)to induce inflation.The basic numerical schemes are the same as those in






















































Figure 4.1: Typical examples ofinitialdata for a domain wa11. TheconformaHactorφis
shown in (a)，while energy densities711!and p;，are　shownin (b).
where F,召andびare functionsof the time l and onespatial coordinate z.VVe set up
our initialdata using York-O'Murchadha's conformal approach to solve constraint equa-
tions，and integrate only dynamical equations and check their accuracy using constraint
equatlons｡
　　Weassulnethat the Higgs field，Φjs a real scalar and has the double-well potential，
回Φ） ＝し(がーが)2，
whereλis the self-coupling constant and 77is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs.
From an analogy with the case in Minkowski spacetime (4.2)，we set the triaI Higgs
configurationas
Φ＝77tanh(で)
where i is a parameter which forces the width of the domain wa11，and set kinetic energy
of the scalar field to zeroバWe assume no other field such as Ψ(nlassless scalar field)in
§3.3.1，so that the nulTlerical schenles arethe same as§3.3.2.We adopt periodic boundary






whereδjr is a positive constant， which nlust be introduced becal】se the periodic wall i11-
creases the expansion rate of the universe. Here，Λef is the effective cosmological constant，
which we set AefF＝V/iJFajT，沁represents the expansion rate owhlch we set ΛefF VXI/(OJ.δ'jf replesents the expansion rate of the initial backgrol】nd
spacetime，and this is the diference　from the solution (4.2)in Minkowski spacetime.
　　Changing three parameters λ,η[in eq.(4.4)]，i[in eq.(4.5)]，and nxing a constant ,!泌
lin eq･(4.6)]，we solve the Hamiltonian constraint equation (2.17)using the 5th order
Runge-Kutta method (Fehlberg n!ethod).XVe fix the dlaracterist,icscale of spacetime by
the Potential energy at the core; such that 凧j＝X/京子所ﾝ‾j. The ranges of the Parameters
are 10-4 ≦λ≦10,0.25mjっ，≦77≦2.5m｡｡0.5(知2/2)-1/2≦i≦2.0(λが/2)-1/2. After
solving(2.17)，we define the initial width of the domain wa11，△，by the proper distance
between two points where Φis equal to the half of its maximum value 士77、i.e.、△＝
22－ぷふwhereφ(J1)ニーフ7/2 and φけ2)==り/2，1n the Table 4.1 、ｌ¥ｅ
ｌ　１　１
show the Parameters
λ,?7,△and心'for the initialdata we tried. Examples of the initialdata are shown in the
Fig.4.1.
　　Weuse afinite difrerentialscheme to integrate the dynamical equations with 400 grids
in the spatial diredion z. Weuse asimplecentral finitedifference　withsecond order
scheme to determine derivatives.VVe adopt the lapse functiona＝
摺＝Oasaslicing condition，and use outgoing wave boundary cond
boundary. ln Fig
li in the Table.4.!
―
Ｓ
1 and t,heshift vedor
ition at the numerica1
･4･2，we show two typical examples of the time evolutions (n!odel lg and
1).The only difl;2rence　betweenthese two cases is that η＝0.5mj･l and
.0mFl respectively，but we see one is expanding exponentiany and the other is not. VVe
how in Fig.4.3 that when the spacetime enters the innationary phaseけhe kinetic energy
term of the Higgs field will be dominant soonafter the gradient energy term decays.
　　Pursuing the time evolution unti口＝101尽1，we dassify spacetimes into two groups;
whether it goes into an exponential expansion phase or not by the criterion whether the
kinetic term dominates the energy contributions and whether the volume element becon!e
su伍ciently large.　lf we follow the evolution longer， then the classification is easier to
perform.ln the case of critical parameter， we follow the evolution until approxinlately l ＝
50凧F1. Whether the spacetime inflates(!/es)or not (n)is shown by Table 4.1，Since we
have three parameters (λ,η,△)，weplotted our results in 3-dimensional parameter spaces
(Fig.4.4)and projections to each plane in Fig.4.5. From Fig.4.5(a)，wesee　dearly that
the criticalcurvein parameter space which separates the i?lationary or non-innationary
evolution of spacetime lies on the λ一?7 plane.There is a criticalvalue of the vacuunl
expectationvalue of the Higgs field，η～0.6m月，beyond which the inside of dolnain wan
will always innates and the spacetime undergoes the eternal exponential expansion. From
Fig.4.5(b)，we find that if△＞0.54，then the spacethne always enters an innationary
42
一mode1 Ａ リ ∠X 悩 y押 mode1 入 7レ　△　ﾄﾞｇ y押
la 10.00 0.25 　　　　　　　｜0.715 1 0.90　yes Ila 10.00 0.50 0.690 4.00 yes
lb
　　　｜
10.00 1 0.50 1.336　1 3.80 yes Ilb　l　1.00 0.05 0.086 0.28 ｎｏ
lc　l 10.00』.00 1,011 28.5 yes Ilc 1.00 0.50 0.665 1.13 yes
ld　i　1.00 0.25 0.287 0.35 ｎｏ Ild 1.00 1.00 1.148 5.80 yes
le 1.00 0.50 0.700 1.50 ｙｅｓ Ile 0.05 0.50 0.591 0.35 ｎｏ
lf 0.10 0.25 0.00688 0.05 ｎｏ 11f 0.05 0.75 0.736　0､80 yes
lg 0.10 0.50 0.1448 0,45 ｎｏ Ilg 0.05 1.00　1.442　1.50 yes
lh 0.10 0.75 2.420　・ 0.90 :　yes Ilh 0.05　1.50 ，2.553 4.20 yes
li 0.10 1.00 1　1.056 1.80 1 yes
　l
Ili　　l　0.05　i 2.00 1 3.657
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1
7.40 yes
lj 0.10　ス.50 2.041 5.00 yes Hj　l 0.010 0.75 0.257 0.13 ｎｏ
lk 0,05　，0.50 0.535 0.12 ｎｏ Ilk 0.010 1.50 0.800 1.04 yes
11　１　0.05 0.75 3.216 0.25 yes ｍ 0.010 2.00 2.563 0.23 yes
lm　l　0,05 1.00 0.196 0.70 yes Ilm 0.0010 0.50 0.031 0.04 ｎｏ
ln 0.010 0.50 0.0526 0.06 ｎｏ Iln 0.0010 0.75 0,312 0.05 yes
lo 0.010 0.75 0.1714 0.25 ｙｅｓ Ilo 0.0010 1.00 1.189 0.25 yes
lp 0.010 1.00 0.7122 0.20 yes Ilp 0.0010 1.50 0.498 0.04 ｎｏ
lp 0.0010 O､75 0.032 0.03 ｎｏ IIla 0.05 1.00 3.990 1,35 yes
lq 0.0010 1.00 0.631 0.05 yes IIlb 0.010 1.50 3.133 0.98 yes
lr 0.0010 2.00 1 0.692 0.25 j yes IHc
　　　　　｜
0.010 1 2.00 4.858 1.85 yes
Table 4.1: lnitial paranleters of the domain walls and their subsequent timeevolution.λ
andηare parameters of the potential (4.1)、△is the initialwidth of the domain wa11. δjr
isaconstant in eq.(3.13).The results μs indicates the spacetime enters an exponential
expansion phase、while 71Qindicates the spacetime remains approximately static or enters
























Figure 4･2: Typical examples of the time evolution of a spacetime with a donlain wall.
The verticalaxis expresses the expansion rate using a volume element of the spacetime




a;-axis.The initial data is λ＝0.01 for both plots but (a)is ?7＝0.5mFj and (b)



























Figure 4.3: The proportions of the each terms in energy density to pt･t･11;4(solid line)･





Figure 4.4:　The initial data are dassified into two groups by the corresponding time
evolution.“y indicates the parameters for the spacetinle which exponentially expand，















Figure 4.5: The projectionsof Fig.4.4･ (a)，(b)and(c)are onto the λ－?7 plane，△－λ
and△－77 plane， respectively. Cirdes indicate the initial parameters of spacetime， which



















































phase.　lf the width of the wall is several times greater than t,he horizon scale l,hen this
result is natura1.　XVhat we found is that walls which are compared to the horizon scale
will also inflate，which is consistent with the resuhs for an inhomogeneous scalar fieldin
a plane symmetric spacetime [921.
　　These results confirm the prediction of topological innation l48，471，and also support
the conjecture that static defect solutions do not exist for 77＞m刑
４．３　Ｄｉｓｃｕｓｓｉｏｎｓ
ln[95]，we present two other nulnerical investigations of the monopole. 0ne is the time
evolution of the global monopole、 and the other is a search for static solutions of Einstein-
Yang-Mills-Higgs(EYMH)system.ln both cases、we again found that there is a criticalg-Mi ls'Higgs(EYMH)system， ln h es，we n d t re
― ‐
value of the vacuum expectationvalue of the Higgs field;吸2 0.37mj-,1，which determines
the evolution of spacetime. lfη＞硲，then the global nlonopole will innate， and if ?7＞馬，
there no static solution exists in the EYMH svstem. VVhat is im ortant in discussions of　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　。　　　　　　　　　　p
the onset that of i?lation is not the exact value of尽but the order of 77｡.VVe found that
Tk～0（mj,1），and this is the same as the proposals by vilenkin and Linde.
　　0ur calculations indicate that the “topological inflationary nlodel” may work.This
model explains the natural onset of innation and since the defects i?late eternally， the
global structure of the universe is very difrerent from the ordinary scenario. The jmost
all parts of the universe are stillinlating and nliniuniverses which resemble the part of
spacetime we inhabit， with p≪mlにare produced copiouslyjike islands in the seaof de
Sitter spacetime. The scale of the“rollover” fieldis depend on the nuctuations of quantum
field，and the whole universe has somewhat fractal structures of this reproduction of the




｀2＋2 v゛ariables in terms of“3＋『
variables
Many simulations in general relativity al｀e　performed using ADM (3十1)formalism than
those using NP (2十2)formalism.0n the other hand， variables in NP formalism have
geometricaln!eanings, such as convergence， rotation，shear and so on，and easy to translate
to the observational quantities. Thus if a transformation of variables between ADM's and
NP's exists，then it will be helpful 柘r numerical relativists to analyze their results in terms
of both formalisms･ ln this chapter，we show the transformation of the curvature variables
for the case ofvacuunlspacetimej.e.，the transformation between Weyl scalar li and the
XVeylcurvature Ca&?.Asan　application，we present a new nlethod for finding principal
null directions (PNDs)(§5.2).Because our method assun!esas input the intrinsic metlic
and extrinsic curvature of a spacelike hypersurfacejt should be particularly useful to
numerical relativists. XVe also propose the new definition of the Faraday rotation angle
for the gravitational lyaves.　Those are presented in §5.3.
５．１　Ｐｒｏｊｅｃｔｉｏｎｓｏｆ ＶＶｅｙｌｃｕｒｖａｔｕｒｅ
Ｈｅｒ(らxveconsidervacuurn　sPacetimes with cosmological constant Λ，Let(ﾉ冒,痛活)be
rea1，4-dimensiona1 Lorentz vector sPace with volume form らい;らいど晶?＝－4!.Let




where the tensor field Eaゐ･ニε［a6c］satisnesEakE°ゐ゛゜3!We formulate our equations in
the signatures both (十,一,一,－)and(－,十,十,十)by choosing s 二1 or －1，respectively1 ，
becausethe former notation is common in working with the spinors.
IThat is、the met､ricis ‰6＝s圃占一礼ら一如男一気ら）
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永島,ごjで≒,7j?isa dual of the xveyl tensor. These decomposed elements














This is why we emphasize that our inputs are‘3十1' elements.lt follows from two con-
straint equations [(2.4)and(2.5)]that the fields£a6,召aわareboth trace-free and symmet-




　　The next step is to choose a unit vector field F on Σ，and to decompose £,函召aゐinto
















































Such deconlpositions will be useful to discuss the efrects of curvature on the transversal
Plane to the ぴdiredion.







lt is easy to check this mapping preservessふand is also easy to check JjJ，-ヽゐニー(‘5｡ゐ十
sz,lz6)，which shows us Ja,6 has a con!plex structurej.e･， Jj lets us define complex mul-
tiples of vectors が∈八，according to the formula (m十泌)?j･ニｍが十71み“一.ln short，
jj expresses a rotation by 90 degrees in the plane orthogonal to F.
　　The 10 components of Weyl curvature are expressed by t,hefollowing 5 complex nunl-


































Spinor武４ｓｃ刀゜φ(j4z7cDOs expressed by principal null spinora4､βj41‥.　by using spinor
characters、
朧4訳了£)ニか(Ａｊ７ｃｐ)ニａ(Aβnc屁))， (5.14)
and principal null vectors are defined as real vedors construded by aμi.4｡戊4βAy…





































　These are what we have expected. The r.h.s. of(5.15a)-(5.15e)are expressed in term of
£晶and召aゐ.Here again we note that t,hose are directly calculated from ADM variables
through eq･ (5.4)and(5.5).
5.2　An application －I. Pictorization of PNDs －
5.2.1　PrincipaI Nul1 Directions
According to Genera1 Relativityjight propagating from a sPherical source　to a distant
observer through sPacetime curved by the mass-energy of intervening bodiesconveys to
that observer a distorted (i.e･，non-circular)image of t･hesource.　Theanlount of observed
distortion dePends on both the diredion and the distance　to the source， and ofcourse
vanishes as that distance aPproaches zero.　Tnterestingly，the distortion growth rate also
vanishes in this limitjndependently of the direction fron! which the observer approaches
thesource.　We may sum all this up by writing 7つ＝4C(c池φ)､E2、where刀is a measure
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一
of the image distortion， Eisa nleasure of the distance to the source， and the coe伍cient
C('E,θ,φ)depends smoothly on ぺeven at E＝o).Remarkably,for certain special directions
(θ｡φ,)，ithappens that C(0,θ,φ)＝O. ln these directions， of which there can be at nlost
four，the distortionvanishesunusually fast as the observer approaches the source.　These
approximately distortion-free directions are called pr泌■μzl n?Zd紗ediQns(PNDs)[731｡
　　PNDs provide a great deal of gauge-invariant information about solutions to Einstein's
equation.lndeedjn vacuunl， they provide nearly as lTluch informationasthe entire Rie-
rnann curvature.　ln the early 1960s， many researchers exploited this fact to obtain a
large class of exact vacuun! solutions with fewer than four distinct principal null direc-
tionsat each point [741.Some of these so-called algebraicany special solutions Mzere　easy
to interpret.　Those with only one PND at each point， for example， cleally represented
gravitationalMyaves.　But the significance　of algebraicjly special solutions as a class re-
mained somewhat obscure untiI Sachs proved his celebrated ‘peeling theoremﾘ751.This
theorem asserts that the PNDs determined by the gravitational field of a bounded source
gradually coalesce as distance from the source　increases. The greater the distance， the
more accurately we nlay approximate the field by ever more ‘speciaP algebraically special
solutions｡
　　Sachs's peeling theorem was only the nrst of many results linking the behavior of a
spacetime's PNDs to the physical situation that the spacetime models.More recently，
forexample， Arianrhod et.a1.haveshown how to infer sorne　interesting physical char-
acteristicsof the static，cylindrically symmetric Curzon　spacetime from the (adnlittedly
somewhat complex)behavior of its PNDs l76]･
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　　Despite their proven usefulness in constructing and interpreting exact solutions to
Einstein’s equation， PNDs have played almost no role in work on numelヽical soh!tions.
A language barrier seems at least partly responsible for this unfortullate state of affairs.
Spinors and nun tetrads have traditionally been　the tools of choice in work on PNDs，
and neither of these tools fits naturally into the‘3十1’ framework l31.0f course， sorne
numerical works using a‘characteristic’ 2十2 formulation are nos’available［721.However，
in generally, such framework meets with the caustic problem of the coordinate and stillnot
be formulated for non-vacuunl case completelyl so that‘3十P framewoTk is the mainstay
of numerical relativity･
5.2.2　New method of nnding PNDs
Here， we present a new method for calculating PNDs tailored to the needs of numerical
relativists.0ur lnethodassunlesas input the induced metric and extrinsic curvature of a
spacelike hypersurface， and produces as output t.he projections into that hypersurface of
the PNDs｡
　　lfwe write each principal null spinor as pa）二zyt十が4･ each PNDs are derived from





　　VVe follow the d'lnverno-Russel-Clark n!ethod [771 to find the solutions zi of(5.17).
Upon setting !/＝142十重3，(5.17)becomes
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　!/4十6j7!/2十4G!/十瓦＝0，　　　　　　　　　　　(5.18)
























































These numbers are the solutions of（5.17）















































where ﾌﾆ)ﾆﾆ{ｊ十ぐ剥一け/3}3　}1/3.From the y G ＝1、2､3)wenoxvdetermine three




(5.22)－(5.24)determine a,β,･y up to sign，and (5.25)determines the signs.Then the
solutions of(5.18)aregiven as ぶ(ａ十β十･ｙ)ｊ(ａ－β－７)ｄ(－ａ十β－？)andl(－a－β十分












where we have written 4 °?y鴫.The乃♂are spacelike unit vectors giving the spatial
part of the i!k PND of Cふj. lf we write 2i ° tan 岑e‾iφ‘(i＝1,‥・，4)，theunit vector
乃ぷ゜COSθj“十SinθiCOSφj“十Sinθi Sinφj°I
-●-
determines a principal null direction (Fig.5.1).Consequently，at point,s ofΣin t,he 4-
dimensional ma3(imj evolution ﾉいfof(Σ･7晶･瓦晶)･が‘十乃♂is a plincipj llun ゛ector for
each i，where r is the unit normaho Σin 。A/1.This completes the description ofo11｢
method.
5.2.3　PNDs of the Kastor-Traschen solutions
ln this subsection，we illustrate our method by finding the PNDs of the Kastor-Traschen
(KT)solutions[78]Because　these sohltions admit no timelike Kming vector field and
contain black holes that undergo rapid relative motion， we would expect their PNDs to
exhibit a variety of interesting and instructive behaviors｡
　　The KT solutions to Einstein's equation with cosmological constant contain arbitrary
lnany Q ° Af black holes that participate in an overall de Sitter expansion or contraction.
ln the A →0 1imit，the KT solutions reduce to the Majumdar-Papapetrou solutionsjn
which the balance　between gravitational attraction and electrostatic repulsion an!ong
the black holes causes each to maintain its position relative to the others eternally.TO
























Naively，we interpret Ali as the nlass　ofthe ith black hole，although we have neither an
asymptotically flatregion nor event horizons available to convert this naive interpretation
mto a rlgorous one，
　　To apply the nlethod of the previous section to the KT solutions，we must firstchoose
spacelike hypersurfaces Σand orthonorlnal triads yj°,F tangent to these Σ.The
natural choice would seem to be the l ＝ co7lsl.surfaces forΣ，and
　　　　　　ｙ＝ふ(こ)yy＝ふ(足)へ£‘l＝ふ(£く)“
for the triad. We keep this choice in force throughout in what follows.
??????
　　WenoMl　select various values　ofthe free parameters (zi，!/i，4)andA式appearing in
the KT metric (5.30)，and plot the PNDs our method generates. For simplicity，we take
all zi＝O － that is，weconfine an black holes to the z － y coordinate plane - and plot
the projectionsof the PNDs into that plane｡
　　Forthecaseof one black hole，the KT solution is just the Reissner-Nordstr6m-de Sitter












































Figure 5.1: The solutions 4 (5.26a)-(5.26d)for each A;＝1，…,4 at each point determine
the PNDs‘ lf we write
Qas4ニΓμ‾吹・and set rたニｔａｎ今･then each PND P｛Jpoints
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Figure 5.2: PNDs of the Kastor-Traschen solution for the caseof two black holes of equal
mass(八八二AJ2二1)separated by a coordinate distance d ＝5.Black holes are located





































































Figure 5.3:　PNDs of a KT solution containing two black holes with difrerent masses
(MI : M12 ＝1:10)separated by(a)･f＝5，(b)d＝2 and (c)d＝0.5. 1n these cases，
the symmetry of Figure 2 is absent， we see that the fieldis algebraically general (Petrov
type l).XVe also see，however， that the spacetime near each black hole and along the axis
joinillg the two black holes is llmost Petrov type D， and that in regions far from both












































































Figure 5.4: PNDs of a KT solution with













three black holes of equal mass at the vertices









の－4M囲)/2a囲，wherer＿　and rトdellote the outer black hole horizoll and de Sitter
horizon， respedively｡
　　Fig.5.2 shows the PNDs of a KT solution containing two black holes of equal mass
(A41 ° AIﾐ2二1.0)separated by a coordinate distance d ＝5.1n this case，r十＝7.87Af and
7'－＝0.127M， so that the size of each black hole is the sanle as black points indicating
its locatioll. Four PNDs at each point are presented using arrows， but because these four
PNDs coincide in pairs，with the coincident pairs pointing in opposite directions， we get
a picture that looks like the electric fieldlines of equal charges. This indicates that the
spacetime is Petrov type D at all points｡
　　As we decrease　the separation between two black holes，we expect that at a certain
critical value of that separation， their horizons wm coalesce. VVhen two equal-nlass black
holes inhabit a contracting (召＜O)KT spacetime (total nlass Ajr)，the numerical results
of f79]suggest a value of d ～0.45Af for this critical separation， which leads us to believe
that the two black holes in Fig.5.2 have distinct horizons｡
　　ln Fig.5.3，we show the case of two black holes with difrerent masses (jWr1: Aj2 ＝1:10)
separated by (a)dニ５，(♭)ｄニ2 and (c)dニ0.5 in a contracting background (刄＜O).
Since the black holes nlove　along the natural trajectories in that background， we nlay
interpret these figures as snapshots of coalescing black holes.These cases have none of
the symmetry of Fig.5.2，and as a result，the field of PNDs is algebraicany genera1 (Petrov
type l).However，we also see that the spacetime near　each black hole is a】most Petrov
type D， as is a single black hole， and that at great distances　from the holes the PNDs
exhibit the san!e　almost type-D behavior.　This is just as we would expect.　Moreover，
we see that the PNDs on the axis conneding the two black holes exhibit Petrov type D
behavior.　Although we have no value for the critical separation in the caseof t,wo black
holes with difrerent masses,Fig.5.3(c)suggests that as the separation tends to zero， the
spacetime's Petrov type approaches that of a single black hole｡
　　Wecanalso draw the pattern of PNDs for KT solut,ions containing nlany black holes.
As an example， we show in Fig.5.4 the PNDs of three black holes of equal mass located
at the vertices of an equilateral triangle.
5.2.4　Discussions
The results of the previous section illustrate the advantages of plotting PNDs overother
methods of assessing how nearly algebraically special a spacetime is. Particularly when
the spacetime is knoMzn　only approximately， other methods are　hard t,oapply，for they
require us to determine whether certain scalar combinations　ofcurvature components














　　　We hope the method presented in this paper will help nunlerical relativists to deal with
at least two subtle issues. Firstμhere is the problem of how to set initial data representing
boundedsourcesfree of incoming radiation. Becauseboth Sachs's peeling theorenl and
its more recent nlodifications l8011ink the absence of incoming radiation to a certain sort
of peeling behavior， we may regard any failure of the PNDs computed from (Σ,!7｡ゐ,瓦a5)
to exhibit the proper peeling behavior as a sign that (Σ,臨ゐ，K｡,6)is an unsatisfactory
nlodel of the instantaneous state of an isolated system. 0ur method mav thus allow us to
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　lj
recognize and reject initial data cluttered with spurious inconling radiation. This should
be of some help. Second， there is the problem of detecting spurious gravitational waves
innunlericany generated spacetimes that result fronl physicany inappropriate boundary
conditions.　　XVehope that such waves will n!anifest themselves in a pathological time
dependence of the PNDs near numerical boundaries.
　　Fully relativistic（spatiany 3-dimensional）simulations using the‘3＋1’formulation wi11
become feasible in the nearfuture. XVe plan to apply our method to such simulations as
soon as possible.
5.3　An application －II. Detection of Faraday rota-
　　　tions－
5.3.1　　Faraday rotations
The second application ofour　projection formula (5.15a)-(5.15e)of the VVeyl curvature
tensor is the new method of defining rotation angle of the polarization plane of the prop-
agating glavitational Myaves｡
　　The word ‘Faraday efrect' is seen　firstin the paper by Piran， Safier and Stark [82]，
who treat the interactionsof the propagating two gravitational pulse waves with difrerent
modes(十一mode and x-mode)in cylindrical spacetime. They find that when two different
polarized wavespropagate through each other (say e･g･jngoing-×-mode 7xand outgoing-
十一ｍｏｄｅＱ十)μhen the different modes (7+and Qx waves)win be induced. They named
this effect as the‘Faraday efrect' from the analogy in the caseof electlomagnetic ivaves｡
　　ln the electromagnetic theory l811，it is known that a linearly polarized electromag-
netic wave consists of two circular polarized waves with different rotations， and when it
propagates through plasma gas，then the initial polarized plane rotates by the differences
of the index of renaction between two circulation and its frequencies. This fact is applied
to make an estimation of the intensity of a nlagnetic field in the galaxy and the inter-
galadic space.For the case　of gravitational waves， on the other hand， the factor of the







matter sources but also with gravitational waves　themselves.Thiscan　be said as one　of
the nonlinearfeatures of the gravitational waves，
　　Tomimatsu[83]confirmed Piran-Safier-Stark｀s results using a soliton soh】t,ionill cy】in-
drical spacetime. VVang[85]studied this effed, in the caseof planesymmetric spacetime
using a exact solution ol
exact solutions in the hi
f colliding plane waves.A11 the literatures， however，treat only
ghly symnletrical spacetinle， and discllss the efTect using metric
components.
　　　Here1¥econsider the generality of this efre(こtusing Newman-Penrose　(NP)equations
and make dear that the Faraday rotation in gravitational waves essentially induced by
shear and NP scalar Ψ2(§5.3.2).VVe also propose that the new method for finding the
lnaximally polarized angle for propagatiTlg gra゛itational waves， which may be useful for
estimates of Faraday rotation in numerical simulation using ADM formalisms (§5.3.3).
5.3.2　Generality of the Faraday efrect fbr plane gravitational
ＩＶａｖｅＳ
Szekeres[86]show the nleaning of each NP scalar｀lﾀﾞias follows:
Ψo denotes a transverseM/avecomponent in the n″ direction.
Ψ1 denotes a longitudinal wave component in the n“ direction.
Ψ2 denotes a Coulon!b colnponent.
4″3denotes a longitudinal wave component in the lμdirection.
Ψ4 denotes a transverseMzaveconlponent in the Zμdirection.
(5.32)
Since－ye are interested in the rotationsof the wave polarizationonthe transversal plane
to the propagating direction，we concentrate ourattention to especially evolutions of Spo
andψ4.
　　Let us consider in the NP formalism.Let the spacetime is vacuunl and there exist
two colliding plane ivaves propagatingμl-direction(Ψ4-wave)and n“-direction(lo-wave)
[Fig.5.5].　Define the derivatives along 已がl and m° as 7つ＝1“･▽｡，△＝が1∇｡and
δ＝m“▽,l，and set the spinor basis (£,Q)are constant along p and n‘1(£)り゜7:)oj4 °
△4＝△Qj＝O).lf we also assume allthe physical quantities are constant on the plane
wave(jつΨo＝jつψ3＝△ψ1＝△14＝0)and q/1＝Ψ3＝O initially,then Bianchi identities





































































Ricci rotation coemcienciesjn which λandpare called‘shear’.lf we set xpo≠O and
｀p2二重4二〇 initially and A≠O， then 重2 changes from(5.33c)and it reduces the change
of l4 by (5.33f).　0r converselyけ
then l2 changes from (5.33c)and
??。?
we set 重4≠O and Ψo＝ｌ2＝O initijly and p≠0，
t reducesthe change oDp()by(5.33a).These mean lo
andΨ4 willinterad through shear いandp）and the でoulomb comPonent’ Ψ2.1n that
ｓｅｎｓ(ち lve cansay the Faraday effect of gravitational waves is general if there exist shear
of the sPacetime and the Ψ2
5.3.3　0ur Formulation
ln the previous section， we show the essential factor of the Faraday rotation is qJ2. The
actual quantities of amplification (or rotation)，howeverjs determined by numerical in-






















Figure 5.6: The outline of our formulation of finding a Faraday rotation. Span a 2-plane
P－ynormal to the propagation direction of gravitational wave £゜･，andcalculate the
maxilnunl and minimum angle of the direction vector g which extremize (5.39).lf that
angle changes along the parallelly propagated waves， thenM/e can say the polarization
angle rotates.
VVe，here,consider the expression of this rotation angle in terms of‘3十Planguage,because
ADM formalism is commonly used in‘Numerical Relativity'｡
　　0ur strategy is as follows.　First， we express NP scalar｀pi using the electric and
magnetic part of VVeyl tensor 瓦zゐ,召一[(5.15a)-(5.15e)1.Since we decompose £｡ゐand
召｡ゐfurther in one direction and its transversal two-plane， so that it may be convenient to
discuss the deviation along a null geodesic. Next， we define a‘transverse-deviation tensor'
φ'lゐflolnone ternl of the geodesic deviation equation leq･(5.37)]，and defineana.ngle∂
which extremize a scalar constructed by φ“6and a vector a“(θ)[eq.(5.39)].Finally，we
plan to follow the time evolution of the rnaximally polarized angle θM.The outline of our
formulation is drawn in Fig.5.6｡















where l‘lis the null geodesics and がis the deviation vector between neighbor geodesics
(μ77a° O).We plan to express the rig11thalld side (r涜.s)of(5.35)using some character-







From coemciencies of(5.15a)-(5.15c)，wecan　say the r.h.s.of(5.36)consists ofΨo-
1ike term， 11-like term and l2-like term respectively.Takinga n!eaning of ead! ｔi by
Sachs(5.32)，we may say the nrst term of r.h.s.in(5.36)expTesses the amplitude of the
gravitationa1　1λzaveson the transversal plane to those propagation direction.Therefore，
we define
や晶≡ど『＋Ｊよbc抑「， (□7)
and callit‘transverse deviation tensor’.Now、suppose there is gravitational wave prop-
agating along F axis，and its transversal plane is spanned by vectors y･ and が･，where
iりa＝？瓦＝0.1n order to find the maximum (or minimum)value ofφaゐon the i‘'･－j゛l
plane，we choose one vectorぶl(θ)which has an angleθfrom y axis，
謬(θ)≡







for O ≦∂≦7r. j4(θ)beconles a scalar which characterizes θ-dependency of貳,6，so that
finding max{j4(θ＝∂M)}and min{j(θ＝θ。)}gives us maximal and minimal transversal
deviation direction∂M,∂｡｡｡，respectively(Fig,5.6).The direction θM has information of
the polarization of wave.　For examplejfﾒ1(θ)is constant for O ≦θ≦7r，thenlve can say
the wave has no polarization.ln order to see whether the polarized angle changes or not，
we plan to follow θM(も2)along propagation of the i¥ave戸十F.Say，we have two data
Ｆ(θＭルニ゛o･'='o and F(θ訂ル=脳十△心＝こo十△こ，then
&?(θ対州＝'oヽ･＝･o≡戸(θ対州＝･o＋△り＝2o十△こ一戸(θ対州＝れぃご＝,0
means the rotation of polarizationand泄こ7か£jli＝ね1 becomes its intensity （Fig.5.6）
・　　　　　　　i　l¶　　　¶　♂1　･j●　　　●　I¶　　¶　　　　　　　』●　1
(5一樹
　　ln the next section，we apply these definitions in the plane syn!metrical spacetin!e.
lf the spacetime has planar symmetry or cylindrical symmetry， thenwe can define the
propagation direction of the wave F without any problem. ln genera1，however， a dilection
Ｆ can not denne clearly，and，at this nlolnent，we do not have an alternative idea tofix










5.3.4　Polarizations　of the vvavesin a planarspacetinle
Here，we show an example of calculations of the polarization conflguration∂M defined
in the previous section.　Using ADM numerical code，we follow the time developing of
collidingplane waves.
IVletric and tetrad
We begin to rewrite our metric (2.2)
　　心2＝－(a2－β2/?11)心2十2βdt(h十711血2十722心2十2723心血十･y33血2.　　(5.41)
































































































































wherelye use (－,＋,十,十)signatule ls ＝十1 in eq.(5.1)]j.e.，μ171｡＝－1 and 7がl?il,z＝十１
lnitial data formulation
Wealeinterested in the interaction of two coniding waves、 so that we set two pulses on









































































































































Figure 5.8:　An example of initial data






with non-collinear two pulses; the case　of al ＝
0.0 1eq･(5.44)and(5.45)]･(a)metric conlponents































































Figure 5.9:　An example ofn!aximally polarized angleθM in the time evolution of the






whereαi，‥・ji are paranleters.Weuseperiodic boundary condition， setting K as tr
一v/lix(1十,!泌)[eq.(3.8)]，and ICCG iteration scheme to solve Hamiltonian constraint
NP scalars and∂M on the initial hypersurface
As typical examples， we show the initialdata with collinear two pulses (both＋-modej.e
5'23° O)in Fig.5.7，and with non-collinear two pulses (十一mode and x-mode)in Fig.5.8
Weshow(a)metric compollents 7り，(b)NP's Weyl scalar l2 and (c)maximally polarized
angle∂M in both figures.　From Fig.5.8(c)，wesee　clearly that the maxin!ally polarized
angle changes at the waves with different wave-lnode data.
Time development oｔＯＭ
At this moment， we have performed only test runs of the time evolutions.　Preliminal
results show that the angle ∂M changes only in the case　ofnon-comnear colliding xvaves
(Fiい.9)，
-＝-
― ? ? ?
?
１
　　The systenlatic analysis are now in preparatiolls [961.VVe wm present，the relation
between the intensity of Faraday effect and the angle θM and discuss its importances














One of the most important efFects in geneTah｀elativit,y is the non-linear nature of gravity.
For highly dynamical phenon!cna， such as the collapse of matter， emission of the grav-
itational　Mlaves or the formation of a singllla17ity，we expect that numerical simulations
wⅢprovide the final ansMzers.　The research釦ld oPnumerical relativity’is nowactively
developing becauseof the need for templates of gravitational wave forms by observations
to be n!ade in the nearfuture.However，numerical relativists arestill seeking the perfed
formalisms for nulnerically integrating the Einstein equations and perfornling simulations
underassun!ptionsa.bout the symnletries of spacetinle｡
　　ln the present paper， we showed the results of our numerical investigations on the
dynamics of inhonlogeneous spacetimes.　As a first step， we treated inholnogeneities as
one-dimensional problem， by assuming a planesyn!metrical spacetimej.e.all the physical
quantities depend only on time and one spatial direction. Though the physical va.riables
are constrained in this spacetime， wecan　study gravitational waves， whichare　absent
in spherical symmetrical spacetime. MOTeover，wecan　also examine the generality of the
cosmic censorship conjecture， since a singularity formed in a plane symmetric spacetime is
always naked. ln the nrst half of this paper，we presented our examination of the inlation-
ary model; its generality and the detailed analysis of the‘topological innationary nlodeP.
We saw the competitive efects between the expansion of the background spacetime and
the non-linearity of gravity. These calculations were performed using the Arnowitt-Deser-
Misner(ADM)forma.1ism to integrate the Einstein equations.　However， we think that
Newman-Penrose　formalism(characteristic formalism)is also attlactive when studying
the propagation of gravitational lvaves.　ln the latter half of this paper， we proposed the
connection formula of the Weyl curvature between these two formalisms and applied them
to the descriptionsof principal null directions (PNDs)and Faraday rotation｀s angle. Here，
we summarize our studies and discuss some prospects for the future.















widely accepted as a paradigm for the history of t,he early univeTse，but the nnal model
which describes the mechanisnl of i?lation is stilldisput,ed.Moreover，the usual analyt-
ical treatn!ellts are not enough to decide whether the honlogenization and isotropization
mechanism wi11 really work in the presence of the large inhon!ogeneities in the initial
spacetime｡
　　ln Chapter 3，we showed the evolution of large initial inhomogeneities due to both
gravitational　l¥aves and the matter field (scalaT field).XVe found that ifan　eflective
cosmological constant exists in the spacetime， all the inhomogeneities are smoothed out
within the chaTaderistic time scale of the background spacetime.　lndependent of the
initial configuration of the scalar field (“iso-curvature" initial data or“inhornogeneous11
initial data)，we find that the field is soon　honlogenized and the universe always evolves
into de Sitter spacetimejf the mean value of the innaton fieldis initially as large as the
onset condition in an isotropic and hon!ogeneous innationary nlodel(i.e.，thenlean value
is larger than several times Planck nlass　mPI).Therefore，we conclude that inflation is
generic，and the usual analysis wit.hisotropy and honlogeneity may be justiiied in a plane-
symmetric spacetime. These support the cosmic nohairconjecture in a planar universe.
j　　　　Because we did not see the formation of a collapsing universe，our calculations may also
l　　　　support the cosmic censorship conjecture in the spacetinle wit,hanefFective cosmological
constant.
　　　lnChapter 4，we studied the‘topological innationary scenario’.The idea of this
scenario is that topological defects themselves may become a seed of innation. This model
will not solve the gracefu1-exit problem o!
expect a natural onset of innation.VVe
f inflation，but if this mechanism works we can
investigate whether a domain wall induces an
exponential-expansion of spacetinle or not by integrating Einstein equation nurnerically、
and show the initialconditions which determine the later evolution. We explicitlyshow the
criticalparameter ranges which determine the evolutionsof the spacetime.VVe　confirnl
that the simple prediction [48，47]for the onset of topological innation is dose to the
numerical results，and confirm the conjedure that static defed solutions do not exist for
large vacuun! expedationvalue.
　　0ur simulations presented in the hrst half of this paPer raise the following questions
for future studies:
　削直一7?四ce Q7以尨s!/mmdr!/吋印acdime: Since we showed the results of calculations
performed only in plane“symmetric spacetime， it is inlportant to consider whether our
results are due to the symmetry assumptionorapply to a general universe. As oneof our
motivations，we mentioned the nunlerical studies in spherically symnletric spacetime by













points:(iμhey set.iso-curvature initial data，(ii)they consider innaton only at the origin
while the backgTound is closed FR?W， and (iii)t,hey onlyuse　the phase diagran1 1Jojudge
whether the spacetime expands or not. ln order to resolve the generality of the innation，
further simulations一柘r examplejn cyliTldrical，axially symn!etrical or even ulore general
spacetimes，includingn!Ore a rigorousspherical syn!metrical study一一are required｡
　μりeがedsがan addaianaZβeld: VVe also discussed the efrects of all additiollal massless
scalar field，which is introduced to set the initial data in the usual analvsis. As we have
shown in §3.3，stipulating isocurvature initial data may alter the evolution of spacetime.
This critical differencedid not appear in the plane synlmetric spacetime, but it is necessary
to treat it precisely in a spherical universe. Weare noMz studying spherically synlnletric
initial data without introducing such an additional field.ln[681，the condition for apparent
horizon formation due to the the gradient energy of the scalar fieldis shown. The results
indicate that the“bag of gold" singulality [69]emerges if the inhonlogeneity of the innaton
field is large (‘5(1)oえ7ら1).　Thus， from the point of the cosmic censorship，the large
inhornogeneity is prohibited as regular initial data. VVeare nol¥ investigating the effect of
the background curvature on this argunlent[941.Studies in nlore　general spacetime are
left for the future｡
　rii2ﾉがlelimil 司A→O: For the colliding plane-wave problem， one n!ay wonder what
happens in the limit that A →O or the width of the pulsej →0，when l¥e expect no
effect from the cosrnological constant.VVe also consider the cases　with no cosmological
constant.　ln a plane-symmetric spacetinlejf we impose periodic boundary conditions，
then we should set tr瓦≠O due to the contribution of the energy of gravitational waves.
That is，the background spacetime will expand or contract.The prelinlinary results of
the time evolutionsshow that such a periodic wave propagates with decreasing amplitude
[Cmax(oニn!ax{ﾂﾞ(3)凡川(3)栢丿鯛2}゛'ﾄﾞ1/3]if the background is exPanding (before
coniding with another waves).This suggests that. a single gravitational wave in a plane-
symmetric expanding spacetime does not collapse.However，sim111ationsof t,hecases　of
colliding waves and of wavesin a contracting background arestill under development as
seek the best slicing condition to follow the evolution.
μりc,っnslrudiQn司法e弛βαliQnarl/scenarjQ: XVe have　shown that the‘topological in-
flationaryscenario' for the case　ofadonlain wa11 (and also for the nlonopole[95])works
wen with the natural parameter ranges and expectationvalue of the Higgs field.　This
model releases us from the problem of fine-tuning the parameters in the ordinary nlodel，
but we stillneed to discuss the generality of the nlodel.That is，we must to examine the
dynamics through to the phase transition and the reheating of the Higgs hld｡










ａｎ “effective”cosmological constant in the spacetime、 then large inhomogeneities of an
innaton field are prohibited.lf a black hole would appear in the innationary era，the
background expansion limits its maximum size，so that a large black hole will not be
fornled in the presence of a positive cosmological constant/|ﾌhis scenario was guessed by
thearea　theorem and its analogies in the background de Sitter spacetime [43，451，but
our results suggest this limit may be unive】･sal，even if the spacetime includes curvatures.
Consequently， the universe would i?late unless many small black holes are formed｡
　　ln the second half of this paper， we derived a transfonnation fonnula between the
VVeyl curvature C,n,ρ,7and the VVeyl scalar ψi，using projections of xVeyl curvature on the
2-plane， and gave two applications｡
　　0ne application is a new method of presenting principal nun directions (PNDs)picto-
rially.By our method， wecaneasily see that the Petrov type of a spacetime will damp to
a simpler one according to the distance from asourcel　even　for a numerically generated
(3十1)data.We expect that this gives another method for checking the boundary con-
ditionsof nun!erically generated spacetinles and of fixing waveregions， but it is stillnot
certain that such a peeling-off theorem l75いs applicable for the time dependent slices.
Those points will beconleclear when we apply the method to nlore　general numerical
researches｡
　　Another application is a new dennition of the rotation of a polarization plane for grav-
itational waves. Two modes of gravit,ational waves， 十一mode and x-mode，are often mixed
by non-linear terms in the Einstein equations， and those　effectsare　called gravitational
‘Faraday efect｀froin an analogy to electromagnetizm l82，831.XVe apply our defi】lition
to a numerical simulation and show son!e examples of a rotation of a polarized plane.
Since we have not yet shown how large the Faraday rotation is in spacetinles without a
cosmological constant， contributionsof this efrect to realistic observations of gravitational
waves are left as a ftlture problem｡
　　ln the last，we give one lnore application of the projection formula of the x¥eyl tensor
(5.15a-5.15e).As a future approach to general relativity for numerical relativists，weare
considering a formulation of the theory in terms of Ashtekar's new variables 【881.Ashtekar
introduced a set of (召‰‾心配)as basic dynamical variables， where£≒js an invelse of the
(densitized)triad and　十ytl is the selfldual part of the so(3,C)connection，and showed
that this canonical pair reduces　the constraint equations (the Hamiltonian constraint ご?ぞ
and　nlonlentum constraint Cλぶ)to a polynomial， with a new set of additional gauge
constraint equations Cy.Althoughthere exists a reality condition problem when the
theory comes back to Einstein gravity， this formulation is attractive since it enables us




proposed in the fieldof quantum gravit,y,but applications to the dassical Einstein theory
is also expected.Later，Capovilla，Jacobson and De11 (CJD)[89]discovered that，in
the vacuum spacetime， the introduction of an arbitrary traceless and symnletric SO(3)
tensor l りmakes two constraints Gi and cλj trivialjeaving（mly the third constraillt
equationsCjto be solved. Recently，Salisbury ｄｄ[90]proPosedthe use of Ashtekar's
formulation and the CJD formulation in the numerical treatment of general relativity，
Since such a tensor Ψ，杓･is related to the New11121n-Penlose's VVeyl scalar [731･ we expect
that our transformation formula of the Weyl tensor (5.15a-5.15e)works Powerfully in
such a formulation.1ve hoPe notonly that the relationshiP of the variable between the
usual ADM formalism and the CJD formalism becomes more clear、but also that this
gives pragmatic reality conditions.　An alternative numerical scheme which use　the CJD
folmulation when we　solve the constraint equations is noM7 under consideration 【971.VVe
hope that this approach allows us to make rapid progress toward the final goal of the
numerical relativity: to integrate the Einstein hld equations for an　arbitrary spacetime
with an arbitrary initialdata.
73
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